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Should courts have the power to examine the legislature’s enactment process and strike down statutes enacted contrary to procedural lawmaking requirements? This idea remains highly controversial. While substantive judicial review is well-established and often taken for granted, many judges and scholars see judicial review of the legislative process as utterly objectionable. This Article challenges that prevalent position and establishes the case for judicial review of the legislative process.

The Article contends that, ironically, some of the major arguments for substantive judicial review in constitutional theory, and even the arguments in Marbury v. Madison itself, are actually more persuasive when applied to judicial review of the legislative process. Furthermore, the Article claims that some of the arguments raised by leading critics of judicial review may actually be employed as arguments justifying judicial review of the lawmaking process. Therefore, countering the orthodoxy in American constitutional law and theory, the Article argues that judicial review of the enactment process is no less important and is, in fact, more justifiable than substantive judicial review.

INTRODUCTION

“The irony of today’s great American debate” in constitutional law and theory, Guido Calabresi once observed, “is that both sides share the same approach to judicial review”1 – an approach that “emphasizes a decisive judicial role and requires that . . . judges ultimately be responsible for enforcing [rights] against government action.”2 This Article argues for a different model of judicial review – judicial review of the legislative process. Under this model, the judicial role is neither decisive nor focused on defending constitutional rights from legislative action. In fact, this model is not even concerned with the content of legislation. Instead, the model requires courts to

2 Id. at 82.
examine the \textit{procedure} leading to a statute’s enactment and to enforce the procedural requirements for lawmakers.\footnote{3}

The Supreme Court has been persistently reluctant to exercise judicial review of the legislative process.\footnote{4} For more than a century, federal courts have consistently refused to entertain challenges to legislation based on procedural defects in the enactment process,\footnote{5} even when the alleged defects were violations of the Constitution’s lawmaking requirements.\footnote{6} Indeed, the courts refused to recognize an exception to the long-established rule that courts may not inquire into the process of enactment, even in “cases involving allegations that the presiding officers of Congress and the President . . . conspired to violate the Constitution by enacting legislation that had not passed both the House and Senate.”\footnote{7}

To be sure, at times the Court has employed what I term “semiprocedural judicial review,” which entails some form of examination of the enactment process as part of the Court’s substantive constitutional review of legislation.\footnote{8} However, even this semiprocedural review provoked vigorous objections within the Court,\footnote{9} as well as “a flood of scholarly criticism.”\footnote{10} Indeed, the idea

\footnote{3}{For a more detailed definition of “judicial review of the legislative process,” see \textit{infra} Part I.A.}

\footnote{4}{See, e.g., \textit{Field v. Clark}, 143 U.S. 649, 672 (1892) (setting forth the “enrolled bill” doctrine, which effectively insulates the legislative process from judicial review); Marci A. Hamilton, \textit{Discussion and Decisions: A Proposal to Replace the Myth of Self-Rule with an Attorneyship Model of Representation}, 69 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 477, 493, 545 (1994) (describing “the Court’s persistent refusal to embrace judicial review of the legislature’s deliberative process”).}

\footnote{5}{\textit{Ittai Bar-Siman-Tov, Legislative Supremacy in the United States?: Rethinking the “Enrolled Bill” Doctrine}, 97 Geo. L.J. 323, 325 & n.3 (2009) (observing that for over a century federal courts have consistently invoked the enrolled bill doctrine, which effectively prevents judicial review of the legislative process).}

\footnote{6}{\textit{Id.} at 333. I have argued elsewhere that this position is doctrinally unstable and hard to reconcile with decisions such as \textit{Clinton v. City of New York}, 524 U.S. 417 (1998); \textit{United States v. Munoz-Flores}, 495 U.S. 385 (1990); and \textit{INS v. Chadha}, 462 U.S. 919 (1983). \textit{Bar-Siman-Tov, supra} note 5, at 347-48, 350-53. A significant number of recent decisions by lower federal courts made clear, however, that the resistance to judicial review of the legislative process, embodied in the “enrolled bill” doctrine, remains in full force today. See id. at 352; cases cited \textit{infra} note 13.}

\footnote{7}{\textit{OneSimpleLoan v. U.S. Sec’y of Educ.}, 496 F.3d 197, 208 (2d Cir. 2007).}

\footnote{8}{See \textit{infra} Part I.C.}

\footnote{9}{See, e.g., \textit{Bd. of Trs. of the Univ. of Ala. v. Garrett}, 531 U.S. 356, 376-77 (2001) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (criticizing the majority for “[r]eviewing the congressional record as if it were an administrative agency record”); \textit{United States v. Lopez}, 514 U.S. 549, 613-14 (1995) (Souter, J., dissenting) (“[Judicial] review for deliberateness [in the legislative process] would be as patently unconstitutional as an Act of Congress mandating long opinions from this Court.”); \textit{Thompson v. Oklahoma}}, 487 U.S. 815, 877 (1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“We have in the past studiously avoided . . . interference in the States’ legislative processes, the heart of their sovereignty. Placing restraints upon the manner in
that courts will determine the validity of legislation based on the adequacy of lawmaking procedures is highly controversial in the academic literature.\textsuperscript{11}

A striking feature of this resistance to judicial review of the legislative process is that it appears that most judges and scholars “find it improper to question legislative adherence to lawful procedures” while “taking substantive judicial review for granted.”\textsuperscript{12} The prevalent view is that judicial review of the legislative process is somehow less legitimate than the classic model of judicial review, which grants courts power to scrutinize the content of legislation and to strike down laws that violate fundamental rights.

This Article challenges the predominant view and establishes the theoretical case for judicial review of the legislative process. In the process, this Article reveals another great irony in constitutional theory: some of the major arguments of leading constitutional theorists in favor of substantive judicial review, and even the arguments in \textit{Marbury v. Madison} itself, are in fact equally – and perhaps more – persuasive when applied to judicial review of the legislative process. Moreover, some of those arguments raised by leading critics of substantive judicial review may actually support arguments for judicial review of the lawmaking process.

The theoretical case for judicial review of the legislative process has important practical significance. The lower federal courts were confronted with this issue in multiple cases in the past few years.\textsuperscript{13} While all these cases

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} Staszewski, supra note 10, at 465-66.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
reiterated the judicial refusal to hear claims that statutes were not validly enacted, some of the lower courts conceded that this issue merits reconsideration. Many state courts have also confronted this question, and several have decided to depart from the traditional nonjusticiability view that prevails in the federal courts. In fact, even in some of the states that still follow the traditional nonintervention view, lower courts have recently suggested that this view “is due for re-examination.” Foreign courts are examining the issue at an increasing rate, and as one scholar observed, this “dilemma . . . is one of the more difficult questions under discussion today in foreign doctrine.”

Most recently, this question came to the foreground in the dramatic final stages of the enactment of President Obama’s healthcare reform. As the House majority was seeking ways to secure the passage of this historic, albeit controversial, legislation, it considered procedural maneuvers that raised significant debate on the constitutionally-required procedures for enactment and the role of courts in enforcing those procedures. This strategy was eventually abandoned, but with the ever-growing partisanship and ideological

---

polarization in Congress, the courts are bound to confront such cases again sooner rather than later.21

A theoretical examination of judicial review of the legislative process may also contribute to broader debates about judicial review and other issues in constitutional theory. The traditional debates within constitutional theory have been significantly influenced by their focus on a single concept of judicial review. Consequently, drawing attention to other models of judicial review may help to shed new light on these debates.22 By examining some of the leading arguments in the existing debate through the prism of judicial review of the legislative process, this Article demonstrates some of the ways in which the persuasiveness and applicability of these arguments change according to the model of judicial review. This examination may also invite reevaluation of these classic arguments.

Part I defines “judicial review of the legislative process” and distinguishes it from “substantive judicial review” and “semiprocedural judicial review.” Part II discusses the arguments underlying opposition to judicial review of the legislative process. Part III challenges the view that only substantive judicial review is justified, by establishing the crucial importance, both practical and normative, of reviewing the legislative process as well. Part IV turns to leading constitutional theories justifying and opposing judicial review. It argues that when applied to judicial review of the legislative process, the justifications are even more persuasive, while the objections to substantive judicial review are mitigated and sometimes even serve as justifications. Finally, Part V incorporates the arguments from the previous two parts to establish the theoretical case for judicial review of the legislative process.

Before turning to this discussion, a clarification is in order. Although many of this Article’s arguments juxtapose judicial review of the legislative process with substantive judicial review, this Article does not advocate the former as an alternative to the latter. Rather, this Article supports the view that judicial review of the legislative process should supplement, rather than supplant, substantive judicial review. The purpose of juxtaposing these two models of judicial review is not to challenge substantive judicial review itself, but rather to challenge the dominant position that only substantive judicial review is legitimate and that judicial inquiry into the legislative process is fundamentally objectionable.

21 Ittai Bar-Siman-Tov, Lawmakers as Lawbreakers, 52 WM. & MARY L. REV. 805, 867 (2010) (“As long as the intense partisanship and ideological polarization in Congress . . . persist, rule violations and procedural abuses [in the legislative process] are likely to be prevalent.”).

I. DEFINING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

Current scholarship employs a wide array of terms to describe judicial review models that entail some form of scrutiny of the legislative process. Sometimes, different terms are used to describe essentially the same model of judicial review. At other times, the same term – most commonly “due process of lawmaking” – is used to describe a variety of dissimilar approaches. It is therefore essential to begin by elucidating the term “judicial review of the legislative process” and distinguishing it from “substantive judicial review” and “semi-procedural judicial review.”

A. Judicial Review of the Legislative Process

“Judicial review of the legislative process” (JRLP) is a form of judicial review in which courts determine the validity of statutes based on an examination of the procedure leading to their enactment. The idea is that a bill must meet certain minimum procedural requirements in its enactment process in order to become law and that courts should be given the power to determine whether these requirements have been met.

This broad definition encompasses a variety of specific models of JRLP. These models differ, inter alia, in their answer to the question of which procedural requirements courts should enforce – in other words, which procedural defects in the legislative process will justify judicial review and

23 For example, scholars have used a variety of terms to describe the Rehnquist Court’s federalism cases that examined the legislative record for sufficient congressional findings as part of their determination of the constitutionality of legislation. Examples include “on the record constitutional review,” “legislative record review,” “the model of due deliberation,” and “semi-substantive judicial review.” See Dan T. Coenen, The Rehnquist Court, Structural Due Process, and Semisubstantive Constitutional Review, 75 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1281, 1281-83 & nn.3, 11 (2002).


25 While this Article focuses on juxtaposing JRLP with substantive and semi-procedural judicial review, it is also worth distinguishing it from a fourth category of judicial review that is often confused with JRLP. “Structural judicial review” – or the “model of institutional legitimacy,” as Frickey and Smith term it – constitutes a separate form of judicial review because it does not focus on the enactment procedure, but rather on the identity of the appropriate governmental institution for a given decision. Judicial enforcement of federalism, separation of powers, and the nondelegation doctrine can all be seen as falling under this category. See Frickey & Smith, supra note 10, at 1713-16.

26 See Navot, supra note 17, at 182.
invalidation of statutes. Most common is the model that allows courts to
enforce only lawmaking requirements that are constitutionally mandated, such
as the bicameral passage and presentment requirements set forth in Article I,
Section 7 of the U.S. Constitution or the three-reading requirement set forth in
many state constitutions. To be sure, federal courts and some state courts
refuse to examine the legislative process even in order to determine
compliance with such constitutional requirements. Among the state courts
that do exercise JRLP, however, most follow the common model and restrict
themselves to enforcement of constitutional rules.

In other countries, courts enforce both constitutional and statutory rules that
specify the steps required in the legislative process, and some foreign courts
enforce internal parliamentary rules as well. Finally, some models allow
courts to enforce unwritten procedural principles, with some versions
emphasizing procedural requirements such as due deliberation, while others
focus on requirements such as formal equality and fair participation. Some
of the arguments developed in this Article lend support to JRLP in all its
variations. This Article, however, focuses on the models that enforce the
formal rules that govern the enactment process, whether constitutional or
subconstitutional, but not unwritten procedural principles such as due
deliberation.

27 Cf. id. at 102-12.
28 See 1 Norman J. Singer, Sutherland Statutes and Statutory Construction
§ 15:3 (2009).
29 Baines v. N.H. Senate President, 876 A.2d 768, 775-77 (N.H. 2005) (holding that,
similarly to most states, courts enforce lawmaking procedures required by the New
Hampshire Constitution but that statutory procedures and internal rules governing the
passage of legislation are not justiciable); Singer, supra note 28, at § 7:4 (“The decisions
are nearly unanimous in holding that an act cannot be declared invalid for failure of a house
to observe its own rules. Courts will not inquire whether such rules have been observed in
the passage of the act.”).
30 See Peter W. Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada 309-14 (3d ed. 1992); Navot,
supra note 17, at 202, 207 (discussing Germany).
31 HCJ 5131/03 Litzman v. Knesset Speaker 59(1) PD 577, 588 [2004] (Isr.), translated
in 2004 ISR. L. REP. 363 (2004) (stating that the Israeli Court will enforce even internal
parliamentary rules and describing several countries’ different approaches to this question).
32 Victor Goldfeld, Note, Legislative Due Process and Simple Interest Group Politics:
Ensuring Minimal Deliberation Through Judicial Review of Congressional Processes, 79
33 HCJ 4885/03 Isr. Poultry Farmers Ass’n v. Gov’t of Isr. 59(2) PD 14 [2004] (Isr.),
34 For an overview of the constitutional and subconstitutional rules that govern the
congressional legislative process, see Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 811-13.
35 In other words, from the various models of “due process of lawmaking” discussed by
Frickey and Smith, only their “model of procedural regularity” would satisfy my definition
The primary feature of JRLP (in all its variations) is that courts scrutinize the process of enactment rather than the statute’s content. JRLP is indifferent to the content of legislation passed by the legislature, focusing exclusively on the enactment process. Furthermore, JRLP grants courts the power to examine the legislative process regardless of the constitutionality of the statute’s content and to invalidate an otherwise constitutional statute based solely on defects in the enactment process. Another feature of JRLP is that it does not preclude legislative reenactment; it simply remands the invalidated statute to the legislature, which is free to reenact the exact same legislation, provided that a proper legislative process is followed.36

B. Substantive Judicial Review

The preceding discussion of JRLP’s features helps to answer several questions: (1) what is reviewed by the Court (the enactment process rather than content); (2) when is the review employed (uniformly on all legislation that was improperly enacted rather than only when constitutional rights or other substantive values are at stake); and (3) what is the consequence of judicial invalidation of a statute (provisional rather than conclusive)? In each feature, JRLP is distinctively different from the current American model of substantive judicial review.

“Substantive judicial review” examines whether the content of legislation is in accordance with the Constitution. Typically, it asks whether the content of a certain statute infringes upon individual liberties or rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. In its “pure form,” substantive judicial review is not interested in the way in which the legislature enacted a law; it is interested merely in the result or outcome of the enactment process.37 Moreover, under the American model of substantive judicial review, the Court’s constitutional judgments are considered “final and unrevisable.”38

In many other areas of law there is significant discussion about the elusive distinction between substance and procedure.39 It should be clarified, therefore, that no argument advanced in this Article rests on the claim that there is a sharp and clear distinction between process and substance as a general conceptual matter. In fact, several of the arguments in the subsequent parts highlight some of the many ways in which substance and process interact. Moreover, this Article’s distinction between JRLP and substantive judicial review is not meant to deny that, in practice, many judicial doctrines can be

30 Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 5, at 384.
characterized as falling between these forms of judicial review. The next section discusses one such model that merges substantive and procedural judicial review.

C. Semiprocedural Judicial Review

Under “semiprocedural judicial review,” a court reviews the legislative process as part of its substantive constitutional review of legislation. The court begins by examining the content of legislation, and only if that content infringes upon constitutional rights (or other constitutional values such as federalism) does the court examine the legislative record to ensure the satisfaction of some procedural requirements in the legislative process. Under this model, defects in the legislative process, such as inadequate deliberation, may serve as a decisive consideration in the judicial decision to strike down legislation. However, these procedural requirements—and the judicial examination of the legislative process itself—are only triggered when the content of the legislation is allegedly unconstitutional.

The best example of a decision employing the semiprocedural approach is Justice Stevens’s dissent in *Fullilove v. Klutznick*:

Although it is traditional for judges to accord [a] presumption of regularity to the legislative process . . . I see no reason why the character of their procedures may not be considered relevant to the decision whether the legislative product has caused a deprivation of liberty or property without due process of law. Whenever Congress creates a classification that would be subject to strict scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause . . . it seems to me that judicial review should include a consideration of the procedural character of the decisionmaking process.

40 See Goodwin Liu, *Rethinking Constitutional Welfare Rights*, 61 STAN. L. REV. 203, 258 (2008) (stating that there is no “rigid dichotomy between ‘procedural’ and ‘substantive’ judicial review. The terms are best understood as poles on a continuum of judicial intervention.”).

41 This definition builds, of course, on Coenen’s definition for “semisubstantive review.” See Coenen, *supra* note 23, at 1282-83. I eventually decided to use the term “semiprocedural judicial review,” rather than “semisubstantive review,” to avoid confusion, because only a very limited subset of rules that Coenen considers semisubstantive (his findings or study-based “how” rules) satisfy my definition of “semiprocedural judicial review.” See id. at 1314-28.


While this remains the clearest example of a semiprocedural decision, in a number of more recent cases – including *Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. v. FCC*, *Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents*, and *Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama v. Garrett* – the Court appeared to look for evidence in the legislative record that Congress based its decisions on sufficient legislative findings as part of the Court’s substantive review of the legislation. The key difference between semiprocedural judicial review and JRLP is that under the semiprocedural approach, judicial review of the enactment process is only justified when individual rights (or fundamental substantive values) are at stake. In contrast, I argue that JRLP is legitimate regardless of the constitutionality of the legislation’s content and independently of the need to protect individual rights or fundamental substantive values.

II. THE RESISTANCE TO JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

The resistance to JRLP is shared by many judges, constitutional scholars, and legislation scholars. The prevalent view is that courts should exercise substantive judicial review – and perhaps also structural judicial review, in the sense of separation of powers and federalism – but should abstain from engaging in JRLP. The rejection of JRLP is often explicitly accompanied by a reaffirmation that courts should, of course, review the constitutionality of the statute’s content. Despite the large variety of arguments employed, the
common position is that JRLP is somehow less legitimate than substantive judicial review. Two major lines of argumentation seem to underlie this position.

The first argument is that JRLP is less justified than substantive judicial review because JRLP is not aimed at the protection of individual rights. This claim is based on the view that “the principal justification for the awesome (and antimajoritarian) power [of] judicial review” is “[t]he necessity of vindicating constitutionally secured personal liberties.” 54 The view that ties the justification for judicial review to the protection of individual and minority rights resonates with a deep-seated belief in constitutional law and theory 55 and has long dominated debates about judicial review. 56 Indeed, this view “has become the global conventional wisdom.” 57

The prevalent view, which bases the justification for judicial review on the protection of individual liberties, becomes particularly challenging when combined with arguments for limiting the scope of judicial review. One pertinent example is the argument that courts have very limited resources and legitimacy capital, and they should therefore “not act in ways which ‘waste’ their institutional capital.” 58 In simplified form, the argument is that (1) given the high costs of judicial review and the courts’ limited institutional capital, judges should exercise this power only when most justified; and (2) this exercise of power is most justified when used to protect individual and

(1892) (holding that courts should refrain from examining the process of enactment, “leaving the courts to determine, when the question properly arises, whether the act . . . is in conformity with the constitution”).

53 For an overview of the arguments against JRLP, see Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 5, at 329-31.

54 Choper, supra note 50, at 1468.


minority rights. The argument, therefore, poses a serious challenge to this Article’s claim that JRLP is justified regardless of the content of legislation and its impact on individual liberties.

The second argument is that JRLP is more objectionable than substantive judicial review. The claim is that several of the major concerns about judicial review in general—including “separation of powers concerns . . . [and] concerns regarding judicial activism and the countermajoritarian difficulty”—are “at their zenith when courts invalidate the work of the elected branches based on perceived deficiencies in the lawmakers’ process.”

Among these concerns, the primary and most common objection to JRLP is the argument that such judicial review violates the separation of powers and evinces lack of respect due to a coequal branch. JRLP is often seen by its critics as an interference with the internal workings of the legislature and as an intrusion into the most holy-of-holies of the legislature’s prerogatives. Justice Scalia expressed this view when he held that “[m]utual regard between the coordinate branches” prohibits courts from inquiring into “such matters of internal process” as Congress’s compliance with the constitutional requirements for lawmaking, or when he objected in another case to “interference in the States’ legislative processes, the heart of their sovereignty.” This argument is also at the core of most academic criticisms of JRLP and of semiprocedural judicial review. These critics argue that any type of judicial inquiry into the enactment process is much more intrusive and disdainful than substantive judicial review.

This Article challenges the conventional wisdom that JRLP is less legitimate than substantive judicial review. The following parts establish the practical and normative importance of reviewing the legislative process and the theoretical justifications for such review.

### III. **Why Process?**

Why should courts not focus exclusively on reviewing the content of statutes and their impact on individual rights? Why divert some of the judicial attention and institutional capital to the enactment process of statutes as well?

---

59 Choper, *supra* note 50, at 1468.
60 Staszewski, *supra* note 10, at 468.
62 *Id.* at 383.
65 See Bar-Siman-Tov, *supra* note 5, at 330 & n.29; Staszewski, *supra* note 10, at 468 & n.256.
67 This Part builds upon and elaborates some of the ideas I originally discussed much more briefly in Bar-Siman-Tov, *supra* note 21, at 813-15.
The answer lies in appreciating the importance of the legislative process and of the rules that govern it.

A. Process and Outcomes

Recently, a leading congressional scholar observed, “Most participants [in the legislative process] and outside experts agree that a good process will, on average and over the long run, produce better policy.”68 Admittedly, there are significant methodological challenges to systematically proving this truism – challenges which primarily result from the lack of widely-accepted criteria for defining good policy.69 Notwithstanding this difficulty, several case studies and a wealth of anecdotal evidence support the argument that a flawed legislative process results in “poor laws and flawed policy”70 or in laws that serve rent-seeking interest groups rather than the collective public good.71 Empirical research demonstrates, moreover, that deviation from the regular


69 Id. at 78-83 (arguing that while there is rough agreement about what good process entails, the lack of a broadly agreed upon standard of what constitutes good policy and insufficient systematic data pose a significant challenge to proving that good process leads to good policy).

70 See, e.g., THOMAS E. MANN & NORMAN J. ORNSTEIN, THE BROKEN BRANCH: HOW CONGRESS IS FAILING AMERICA AND HOW TO GET IT BACK ON TRACK 1-6, 13, 141-46, 173-74, 216-24 (2008) (claiming that a flawed legislative process “results in the production of poor laws and flawed policy,” and discussing several cases that support this claim); GARY MUCCiarONI & PAUL J. QUIRK, DELIBERATIVE CHOICES: DEBATING PUBLIC POLICY IN CONGRESS 2-3, 55-91 (2006) (providing several examples that “illustrate the dangers of inadequate or distorted legislative deliberation,” as well as several case studies); cf. Christopher H. Foreman Jr., Comment on Chapter Two, in Nivola & Brady, supra note 68, at 88, 92 (“The judgment of recent critics highlights a significant deterioration of quality [of laws] as a consequence of a recent decline in deliberative norms.”).

rules that govern the legislative process can, and does, distort policy outcomes away from the policy preferences of the chamber’s median and toward the preferences of majority party caucus.\footnote{Nathan W. Monroe & Gregory Robinson, Do Restrictive Rules Produce Nonmedian Outcomes? A Theory with Evidence from the 101st-108th Congresses, 70 J. POL. 217, 229 (2008) (“[T]he majority party can and does use restrictive rules to achieve outcomes that are closer to the median position of the party than would occur under the ‘unmanipulated’ processes of the House. In other words . . . the policy outcome (at least in the House) has been biased in favor of the median member of the majority party caucus.”); cf. Cary R. Covington & Andrew A. Bargen, Comparing Floor-Dominated and Party-Dominated Explanations of Policy Change in the House of Representatives, 66 J. POL. 1069, 1085 (2004) (finding that the majority party exerts a preponderant influence on legislative outcomes and suggesting that this lends support to the claim that the rules written by the majority party indeed produce legislative outcomes that heavily advantage that party).}


Moreover, there is evidence that legislators are well aware of this impact,\footnote{Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 841-42.} which unfortunately creates a strong incentive to manipulate and violate legislative rules and procedures.\footnote{Id. at 842-43.} Hence, even considered from the sole point of view of legislative outcomes, there is good reason to pay greater attention to the process as well.

B. Process and Legitimacy

Legislative procedures play a vital role in both the normative and the sociological legitimacy of the legislature and its laws.\footnote{For a discussion of the distinction between empirical-sociological legitimacy and normative-moral legitimacy, see Richard H. Fallon, Legitimacy and the Constitution, 118 HARV. L. REV. 1787, 1795-1801 (2005); A. Daniel Oliver-Lalana, Legitimacy Through Rationality: Parliamentary Argumentation as Rational Justification of Laws, in The Theory and Practice of Legislation: Essays in Legisprudence 239, 241 (Luc J. Wintgens ed., 2005).} From a normative perspective, several scholars have observed a significant shift in normative
democratic theory. Here, the shift has been from substantive legitimacy toward legitimate political procedure. Simplified, substantive legitimation approaches in democratic theory focus on the content of the law and its conformity with some substantive moral standard. On the contrary, procedural legitimation approaches appeal to features of the process by which laws are generated as the only (or main) source of legitimacy. Proceduralist democratic theorists argue that there is too much reasonable disagreement on the meaning of substantive justice, the common good, and other moral principles, and therefore no normative substantive standard can appropriately be used in justifying the law. Instead, proceduralist democrats seek to establish the legitimacy of law, “in the midst of a great deal of substantive moral and ethical dissensus,” by arguing that “[i]f justification for the force of law can be found in the generally accepted . . . processes whence contested laws issue, then no number of intractable disagreements over the substantive merits of particular laws can threaten it.”

From the sociological legitimacy perspective, experimental and field studies demonstrate that a person’s perception that the decision-making process is fair increases that person’s sense that the outcome is legitimate. In turn, this leads to greater support for the decision, regardless of whether the person agrees substantively with the outcome. Some of these studies even suggest that “the process employed in attaining the decisions may be equally, if not more, important” to people than the result.

When applied to Congress and its lawmaking process, studies confirm the hypothesis that a person’s perception of congressional procedures – particularly the belief that Congress employs fair decision-making procedures in the legislative process – significantly impact the legitimacy of Congress, of evaluations of the lawmaking process, and of its outcomes. Furthermore,


79 Estlund, supra note 77, at 6-7.

80 Michelman, supra note 77, at 892.

81 Id.


many studies have found that the fairness of decision-making procedures also affects feelings of obligation to obey the law and actual, everyday law-following behavior. These studies also show that although there are widespread differences in evaluations of substantive outcomes, there is striking agreement across ethnic, gender, education, income, age, and ideological boundaries on the criteria that define fair decision-making procedures, as well as widespread agreement that such procedures are vital to legitimacy.

Studies by political scientists on public attitudes toward Congress and other political institutions also provide ample evidence that “people actually are concerned with the process as well as the outcome. Contrary to popular belief, many people have vague policy preferences and crystal-clear process preferences.” These scholars’ research reveals, moreover, that the public’s deep dissatisfaction with Congress is due “in no small part” to public perceptions about the lawmaking process. As two leading scholars conclude in summarizing research about Americans’ unhappiness with government, “[W]e are struck by the frequency with which theories and findings suggest explanations based on the way government works and not explanations based on what government produces.”


85 Tom R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law 273-74, 278 (2d ed. 2006); Martinez, supra note 39, at 1026-27.


87 John R. Hibbing & Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, Stealth Democracy: Americans’ Beliefs About How Government Should Work 6 (2002); see also Gangl, supra note 84, at 136.

88 John R. Hibbing & Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, Congress as Public Enemy: Public Attitudes Toward American Political Institutions 1 (1995); see also Carolyn L. Funk, Process Performance: Public Reaction to Legislative Policy Debate, in What Is It About Government That Americans Dislike? 193, 203 (John R. Hibbing & Elizabeth Theiss-Morse eds., 2001) (“The experimental findings suggest that the behavior of political leaders engaged in legislative policy debate contributes to public dissatisfaction with government. . . . These findings provide direct evidence that the presence of animosity in elite debate can elicit public anger and disgust.”); Gangl, supra note 84, at 119 (“M]ore and more researchers have focused on the lawmaking process and Americans’ reactions to it to help explain widespread public disdain toward government.”).

C. Process and the Rule of Law

The rules that govern the legislative process—and the idea that this process must be rule-governed—have vital importance for the Rule of Law ideal. To be sure, Rule-of-Law arguments often invite the objection that the meaning of the phrase “the Rule of Law” is so contested that such arguments “should be regarded as relatively ad hoc and conclusory.” Nevertheless, my claim that the legislative process should be a rule-governed process rests on a relatively uncontested view of the Rule of Law. This claim is also compatible with the three major conceptions of the Rule of Law: the “thin/formal conception,” which, following Fuller, stresses formal requirements like generality, publicity, consistency, prospectivity, and so on; the “thick/substantive conception,” which also includes human rights, fundamental substantive values, or some moral criteria; and, of course, the “procedural conception,” which emphasizes procedural requirements and safeguards in the creation and application of legal norms.

The idea that the legislative process should be a rule-governed process stems from one of the most widely-accepted understandings of the Rule of Law: government should be ruled by the law and subject to it. As a recent review of the Rule-of-Law literature observed, disagreements about rule of law definitions notwithstanding, “virtually everyone agrees” that the principle that the government is bound by law is at the core of the Rule-of-Law ideal. This principle requires that governments exercise power, including the legislature’s lawmaking power, under the authority of and in accordance with the law. Hence, the rules that confer the necessary powers for making valid law and the rules that instruct lawmakers how to exercise their lawmaking power are both essential components of the Rule of Law. These rules play an important role in ensuring that “the slogan of the rule of law and not of men can be read as a meaningful political ideal.”

My claim that the rules governing the legislative process are important for the Rule-of-Law ideal is not only consistent with procedural conceptions of the Rule of Law—conceptions which emphasize procedural restrictions on
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90 Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 815.
92 For a discussion of these three conceptions of the rule of law, see id. at 14-24, 54 n.260; Jeremy Waldron, The Concept and the Rule of Law, 43 GA. L. REV. 1, 6-9 (2008).
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governmental power\textsuperscript{97} – but it is also consistent with formal conceptions of the Rule of Law. Admittedly, Lon Fuller’s famous eight requirements for the inner morality of law\textsuperscript{98} – the epitome of the formal conception of the Rule of Law\textsuperscript{99} – do not explicitly refer to the idea that lawmaking should be governed by procedural rules. However, Fuller does recognize the importance of procedural devices in ensuring congruence between official action and the law, at least in the administration and application of law.\textsuperscript{100} More importantly, an analysis of Fuller’s work demonstrates that the rules that govern the legislative process are instrumental for several of the Rule-of-Law principles identified by the thin/formal conception of the Rule of Law.

A primary example is the consistency of the law through time.\textsuperscript{101} Fuller argues that of his eight principles, that which requires that laws should not be changed too frequently or too suddenly “seems least suited to formalization in a constitutional restriction. It is difficult to imagine, for example, a constitutional convention unwise enough to resolve that no law should be changed more often than, say, once a year.”\textsuperscript{102} However, he fails to see that there is, in fact, a straightforward means to realize this Rule-of-Law principle through formalized rules. The means are the rules that govern the legislative process. One of the important purposes of procedural rules such as bicameral passage, discussion in committee, and three readings is precisely to slow down the legislative process and to make legislation an arduous and deliberate process.\textsuperscript{103} These rules ensure, \textit{inter alia}, that laws will not change too frequently or too hastily, thereby promoting the Rule-of-Law principle of stability.\textsuperscript{104} The rules that govern the legislative process also serve the purpose of giving citizens notice that the law is about to change and providing them time to orient their behavior accordingly.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{97} For a discussion of such procedural conceptions and their emphasis on procedural safeguards, including in the legislative process, see Fallon, \textit{supra} note 91, at 18; Jeremy Waldron, \textit{Legislation and the Rule of Law}, 1 LEGISPRUDENCE 91, 106-07 (2007).
\textsuperscript{99} Andrei Marmor, \textit{The Ideal of the Rule of Law}, in \textit{A COMPANION TO PHILOSOPHY OF LAW AND LEGAL THEORY} 666, 666 n.1 (Dennis Patterson ed., 2d ed. 2010).
\textsuperscript{100} FULLER, \textit{supra} note 98, at 81-91.
\textsuperscript{101} \textit{Id.} at 79-80.
\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Cf.} ADRIAN VERMEULE, \textit{JUDGING UNDER UNCERTAINTY: AN INSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF LEGAL INTERPRETATION} 249 (2006) (suggesting, in a different context, that voting rules and bicameralism create a structural status-quo bias, which can promote stability).
\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Cf.} Eric Berger, \textit{Individual Rights, Judicial Deference, and Administrative Law Norms in Constitutional Decision Making}, 91 B.U. L. REV. 2029, 2071-73 (arguing that formalized procedures for agency rulemaking further rule-of-law ideals such as greater
 Fuller comes closest to recognizing that formalized rules stipulating the manner and form for legislating can serve Rule-of-Law principles when he explains his belief that public promulgation is the only requirement of his desiderata that is not “condemned to remain largely a morality of aspiration and not of duty.”106 Fuller explains this belief in part by observing that “[a] written constitution may prescribe that no statute shall become law until it has been given a specified form of publication. If the courts have power to effectuate this provision, we may speak of a legal requirement for the making of law.”107

In short, the rules that govern the legislative process serve vital functions in ensuring and promoting the Rule-of-Law ideal and some of its most important and widely-accepted principles.

Finally, recognition of the importance of the rules regulating the legislative process is not in tension with substantive conceptions of the Rule of Law. As several recent substantive formulations of the Rule of Law demonstrate, one can coherently reject thin conceptions of the Rule of Law in favor of thicker conceptions that include additional requirements relating to human rights or other substantive principles, while also recognizing the importance of procedural requirements on the legislative process.108

D. Process and Democracy

The rules that govern the legislative process are also important because they embody, and are designed to promote and protect, essential democratic values.109 Relevant examples of these democratic values include majority rule, political equality, transparency and publicity, participation, procedural fairness, and deliberation.110

The rules that govern the legislative process, and particularly the rules regulating voting procedures, are designed to ensure that the laws produced by the legislature reflect the will of the majority of its members – and by implication, of the voters whom they represent.111 In fact, both empirical studies and anecdotal evidence demonstrate how manipulation and violation of predictability).

106 FULLER, supra note 98, at 43.
107 Id.
110 Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 815; Navot, supra note 17, at 216-23.
111 Navot, supra note 17, at 217.
“even seemingly technical rules can [undermine] important objectives, such as ensuring that the will of the chamber rather than the will of its legislative officer is enacted into law.”112 The rules that govern the legislative process are also designed to ensure that each member is allowed to participate in the legislative process on equal and fair grounds.113 Requirements such as bicameralism, discussion in committee, and three readings, as well as the rules that regulate discussion and require minimal periods of time between the several steps of the legislative process, are all designed to enable and promote debate and deliberation.114 Other rules are designed to guarantee publicity, to promote a more transparent and accountable legislative process, and to provide citizens with an opportunity to both observe and participate in the process.115 In these ways, the rules that govern the legislative process serve essential principles of procedural democracy.

There is a great body of work by democratic theorists that establishes the instrumental and intrinsic value of democratic procedures generally,116 as well as important work focusing on the principles and rules that govern the legislative process in particular.117 Sufficient historical evidence demonstrates that the Framers greatly valued these procedural democratic principles118 and wanted the legislative process to be “a step-by-step, deliberate and deliberative process.”119 Recounting all of the arguments that establish the value of the fundamental principles of procedural democracy is therefore not required. The relevant point here is to draw attention to the fact that part of the normative value of the rules governing the legislative process stems from the rules’ importance in ensuring these fundamental principles of procedural democracy. Indeed, these “principles . . . explain why we have the rules of legislative process that we have, and . . . afford a basis for determining the [importance of] compliance with them.”120

112 Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 825; Monroe & Robinson, supra note 72, at 228-29.
113 Navot, supra note 17, at 219-20, 222-23.
115 Id. at 410-22; Navot, supra note 17, at 221-22.
116 For a good overview of this literature, see David Estlund, Democratic Theory, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY 208 (Frank Jackson & Michael Smith eds., 2006).
120 Waldron, supra note 109, at 376.
E. The Importance of Process

Legislation scholars have long observed and lamented the legal academe’s general tendency to disregard the rules that govern the legislative process, either by overlooking them or by seeing the rules as mere technicalities and “mindless proceduralism.” This Part has argued that legislative procedures and rules have vital practical and normative importance, emphasizing their importance for legislative outcomes, legitimacy, the Rule of Law, and essential procedural democratic values. In addition, other scholars have argued that these rules are crucial for the functioning of the legislature and for solving various collective-action problems facing a large multi-member body that must come to agreement.

The great importance of the rules regulating the legislative process establishes my claim that the legislative process and its rules are no less deserving of judicial review than the outcomes of this process. Of course, this still does not establish the legitimacy of such judicial review. That is, one may fully recognize the importance of protecting the integrity of the legislative process but still deny that it is the legitimate role of courts to serve as protectors of this process. The next Part addresses this issue.

IV. The Ironies of Constitutional Theory

If constitutional theory is “an exercise in justification,” constitutional theorists’ favorite exercise seems to be developing justifications for judicial review. This Part argues that some of the major arguments for substantive judicial review in constitutional theory turn out to be even more persuasive when used to justify JRLP. Moreover, some of the arguments against judicial review are mitigated when applied to judicial review of the legislative process.

121 Vermeule, supra note 114, at 362; cf. Elizabeth Garrett, Legal Scholarship in the Age of Legislation, 34 Tulsa L.J. 679, 679 (1999) (“Notwithstanding the importance of the legislative process . . . the legal academy focuses very little of its attention on Congress and state legislatures.”).

122 Waldron, supra note 117, at 31. This attitude is beginning to change. Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 21, at 809 (“After many years of largely neglecting the rules that govern the legislative process, legal scholars are increasingly realizing [the importance of] these rules.”).


125 Rebecca L. Brown, Accountability, Liberty, and the Constitution, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 531, 531 (1998) (beginning her article by asking her readers to “[h]onk if you are tired of constitutional theory” and describing how “contender after contender has stepped forward to try a hand” at justifying judicial review); Barry Friedman, The Birth of an Academic Obsession: The History of the Countermajoritarian Difficulty, Part Five, 112 Yale L.J. 153, 155 (2002) (arguing that, for decades, the problem of justifying judicial review has been the central obsession of constitutional theory).
Finally, some of the arguments raised by leading critics of judicial review can in fact serve as arguments in favor of judicial review of the legislative process. Given the plethora of scholarship dedicated to justifying judicial review, this Article does not purport to discuss all the existing justifications for substantive judicial review that are also applicable to JRLP. Rather, it only focuses on some of the most prominent examples.

A. Marbury v. Madison

Notwithstanding the criticisms it has attracted throughout the years, the centrality of Marbury v. Madison in discussions of judicial review cannot be denied. Marbury “contains almost all the standard arguments in favor of instituting the judicial review of the constitutionality of laws – the same arguments that could be raised (and have been, historically) in all other circumstances.” It is, therefore, the natural place to begin.

1. Constitutional Supremacy Justifications

Marbury’s main argument can be summarized as follows: (1) the Constitution is supreme law, superior to ordinary legislative acts; (2) a legislative act, repugnant to the Constitution, is void; and (3) courts may not enforce a legislative act repugnant to the Constitution. Chief Justice Marshall argued that the purpose of creating a written Constitution was to create a government in which “[t]he powers of the legislature are defined, and limited” and that judicial enforcement of “a law repugnant to the constitution” would undermine this purpose. In a passage that some constitutional theorists regard as Marbury’s primary argument and as “[t]he classic, and . . . most powerful, argument for judicial review,” Marshall argued that the idea that courts would enforce a legislative act repugnant to the Constitution would subvert the very foundation of all written constitutions. It would declare that an act, which, according to the principles and theory of our government, is entirely void; is yet, in practice, completely obligatory. It would declare, that if the legislature shall do what is expressly forbidden, such act, notwithstanding the express prohibition, is in reality effectual.

127 Id. at 24.
129 Id. at 177.
130 Id. at 177-78; Troper, supra note 126, at 26.
131 Marbury, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) at 176.
132 Id. at 178.
It would be giving to the legislature a practical and real omnipotence, with the same breath which professes to restrict their powers within narrow limits. It is prescribing limits, and declaring that those limits may be passed at pleasure.\footnote{Marbury, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) at 178.}

To the extent that one accepts the argument that judicial enforcement of unconstitutional statutes undermines the very idea of a supreme written constitution – and of its primary purpose of limiting the legislature – this argument is particularly applicable to a statute enacted in violation of the constitutionally prescribed procedure. It is well established that the purpose of the Constitution’s lawmaking provisions was to “prescribe and define” Congress’s legislative power and to limit it to a specific procedure.\footnote{E.g., Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S. 417, 438, 439-40, 446, 448-49 (1998); United States v. Munoz-Flores, 495 U.S. 385, 397 (1990); INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 945 (1983).} Indeed, the text, history, and purposes of these provisions “clearly [confirm] that the prescription for legislative action in Art. I, §§ 1, 7 represents the Framers’ decision that the legislative power of the Federal Government be exercised in accord with a single, finely wrought and exhaustively considered, procedure.”\footnote{Chadha, 462 U.S. at 946-51. For a more detailed version of this argument, see Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 5, at 376-77.}

In fact, the Supreme Court recognized, in dicta over a hundred years ago, the notion that “under a written constitution, no branch or department of the government is supreme” requires “the judicial department to determine . . . whether the powers of any branch of the government, and even those of the legislature in the enactment of laws, have been exercised in conformity to the Constitution; and if they have not, to treat their acts as null and void.”\footnote{Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168, 199 (1880) (emphasis added); see also Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 506 (1969).} This idea, that the principles of constitutional supremacy and “constrained parliamentarianism” require courts to ensure that the legislature exercise all its powers, including in the legislative process, in accordance with the constitution, was central to the development of JRLP in several constitutional democracies.\footnote{See Bar-Siman-Tov, supra note 5, at 367, 371-72, 380.}

Moreover, while it is debatable whether substantive limits on the power of the legislature are an essential feature of all written constitutions and of constitutionalism, it is generally accepted that a constitution “will certainly contain . . . procedural prerequisites for valid ordinary lawmaking.”\footnote{Frank I. Michelman, Thirteen Easy Pieces, 93 Mich. L. Rev. 1297, 1301 & n.17 (1995) (reviewing Responding to Imperfection: The Theory and Practice of Constitutional Amendment (Sanford Levinson ed., 1995)).} As
Hans Kelsen has suggested, “regulations . . . that determine the legislative procedure” are necessarily “part of the material constitution.”

More importantly, Kelsen theorized that while a constitution may also limit the content of future statutes, the defining feature which establishes the superiority of the constitution is that it regulates the way in which statutes are created. Indeed, Kelsen argued that the basis of the entire hierarchal structure of the legal order is that the creation of lower norms is regulated by higher norms and that any norm in the legal system “is valid because, and to the extent that, it had been created in a certain way, that is, in a way determined by another [higher] norm.” If one accepts this view, then judicial enforcement of a law enacted in violation of Article I, Section 7 would undermine the very idea of constitutional supremacy even more than enforcing a law that infringes upon freedom of speech.

Marshall further argued that the Constitution is supreme and binding on the legislature because it represents the “original and supreme will” of the people, who as the real sovereign have “an original right” to organize their government and set the principles by which they will be governed. This argument is particularly relevant to the Constitution’s lawmaking provisions, in which the sovereign people delegated their original lawmaking power to their legislature and prescribed the specific procedure by which the legislature may exercise this power. Judicial review of the legislative process protects the people’s right not to be governed by “laws” that were not really passed by their elected legislature and that were not enacted in accordance with the only procedure by which the people agreed to be bound.

2. Rule-of-Law Justifications

Marshall’s most direct invocation of Rule-of-Law principles occurred when he held that violations of vested legal rights should have a judicial remedy. Marshall’s justification for judicial review, however, is also often interpreted as a requirement that the legislative process be in accordance with the Constitution. This is because the Constitution represents the “original and supreme will” of the people, who as the real sovereign have “an original right” to organize their government and set the principles by which they will be governed. This argument is particularly relevant to the Constitution’s lawmaking provisions, in which the sovereign people delegated their original lawmaking power to their legislature and prescribed the specific procedure by which the legislature may exercise this power. Judicial review of the legislative process protects the people’s right not to be governed by “laws” that were not really passed by their elected legislature and that were not enacted in accordance with the only procedure by which the people agreed to be bound.
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as resting on a Rule-of-Law argument. As one scholar argues, “Marshall’s] argument for judicial review is well known, as is [his] rule-of-law justification: Only the judiciary can impartially determine whether the elected branches have complied with constitutional limits on their authority.” Other scholars have also cited *Marbury* as a significant source for the strong association of the Rule of Law with judicial review in American constitutional theory.

Regardless of whether *Marbury* is the source for such arguments, Rule-of-Law arguments of the sort associated with *Marbury* undeniably are prevalent in constitutional theorists’ justifications for judicial review. The Rule-of-Law justification can be summarized along the following lines: (1) the Rule-of-Law requires that the government conducts its activities in accordance to the law; (2) judicial review “is necessary (or at least extremely important) to maintaining a disinterested eye on the conduct and activities of government”; therefore (3) judicial review is central to the rule of law.

This justification is particularly applicable to JRLP. As I explained in Part III.C, the argument that the Rule of Law entails the requirement that the legislative process be rule-governed rests on a relatively uncontested understanding of the Rule of Law – an understanding that is certainly no more contested than substantive conceptions that this ideal must also include a commitment for human rights.

Indeed, it seems that some leading Rule-of-Law theorists would more readily accept a Rule-of-Law justification for JRLP than for substantive judicial review. Joseph Raz’s seminal account of the Rule of Law is particularly illustrative. Raz argues that one of the important principles that “can be derived from the basic idea of the rule of law” is that courts should have judicial review power over parliamentary legislation but only “a very limited review – merely to ensure conformity to the rule of law.” It is clear that Raz does not mean substantive judicial review, as he insists that the Rule of Law “is not to be confused with democracy, justice, equality, . . . human rights of any kind or respect for persons or for the dignity of man.” Instead, he argues that the type of judicial review required by the Rule-of-Law ideal is review power over the implementation of those Rule-of-Law principles which
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he enumerates. In particular, this should include the important principle that
the enactment of particular laws should be rule-governed.\textsuperscript{153}

Although the Rule-of-Law justification and the constitutional supremacy
justification discussed in the previous section are often mentioned in tandem,
there is an important difference between them. The Rule-of-Law justification
does not rest on accepting the idea of constitutional supremacy, but rather on
the acceptance of the Rule-of-Law principle that government must be subject
to the law and may only wield its power according to the law. This distinction
has two important implications. First, Rule-of-Law arguments can justify
JRLP even in legal systems that lack a written constitution and in which courts
lack the power of substantive judicial review. Second, in constitutional
systems, the Rule-of-Law justification can legitimize judicial enforcement of
both constitutional and subconstitutional rules that govern the legislative
process. As Fredrick Schauer recognizes,

If the commands of . . . the rule of law . . . demand that legislation be
made according to law, then the full range of laws that constitute and
constrain the legislative function would be within the purview of [the
courts]. Courts might plausibly, therefore, be understood not only as
enforcers of [constitutional rules] but also as enforcers of the process by
which legislators are expected to follow their own rules . . . .\textsuperscript{154}

Indeed, in countries in which courts have decided to enforce the
subconstitutional rules that govern the legislative process, Rule-of-Law
arguments have played a central role in the courts’ decisions.\textsuperscript{155}

3. Constitutional Basis and the Supremacy Clause

In addition to his general arguments, Marshall found support for judicial
review in the “particular phraseology of the constitution.”\textsuperscript{156} Marshall relied,
for example, on Article III, Section 2, which states, “The judicial Power shall
ter extend to all Cases . . . arising under this Constitution,” and on the oath

\textsuperscript{153} Id. at 217.

\textsuperscript{154} Schauer, supra note 94, at 477-78.

\textsuperscript{155} R. v. Mercure, [1988] 1 S.C.R. 234, 279 (Can.) (“I cannot accept that in a nation
founded on the rule of law, a legislature is free to ignore the law in its constituent instrument
prescribing the manner and form in which legislation must be enacted [even if that
constituent instrument is not] an entrenched constitutional provision.”); HCJ 5131/03
Litzman v. Knesset Speaker 59(1) PD 577 [2004] (Isr.), translated in 2004 ISR. L. REP. 363,
369 (2004) (holding that the scope of judicial review of the legislative process should be
determined according to a proper “balance between the need to ensure the rule of law in the
legislature and the need to respect the unique nature of the Knesset” and concluding that
courts should enforce both constitutional and subconstitutional rules that govern the
legislative process); Barak, supra note 108, at 131 (“The rule of law implies that [the
legislature] must observe the rules that apply to [its] internal operations. As long as the
[legislature] does not change them, its rules bind it as does any other legal norm.”).

\textsuperscript{156} Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 178-80 (1803).
imposed on judges to support the Constitution.\textsuperscript{157} The judicial duty to support the Constitution and to adjudicate “all Cases” arising under it clearly applies to violations of the Constitution’s lawmaking provisions as well. As I have argued in more detail elsewhere, the text, purpose, and original meaning of these provisions confirm that they were meant to be binding,\textsuperscript{158} and nothing in the Constitution should be read as committing their enforcement to another branch.\textsuperscript{159}

Most important for present purposes is Marshall’s reliance on the Supremacy Clause, which states, in part, that “[t]his Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof . . . shall be the supreme Law of the Land.”\textsuperscript{160} This argument remains central to debates about judicial review, with contemporary supporters of judicial review still arguing that “[t]he text, history, and structure of the Constitution confirm that the Supremacy Clause authorizes judicial review of federal statutes.”\textsuperscript{161} Bradford Clark summarizes the argument:

Although the Clause requires . . . courts to follow “the supreme Law of the Land” over contrary state law, the Clause conditions the supremacy of federal statutes on their being “made in Pursuance” of the Constitution. Thus, the Clause constitutes an “express command for judges not only to prefer federal to state law,” but also to prefer the Constitution to federal statutes. This means that, in deciding whether to follow state law or a contrary federal statute, courts must first resolve any challenges to the constitutionality of the federal statute at issue.\textsuperscript{162}

If one accepts that the Supremacy Clause commands courts to examine whether statutes are “made in Pursuance” of the Constitution, this review should clearly include authority to determine compliance with the Constitution’s procedural lawmaking requirements.

Indeed, some of the leading critics of \textit{Marbury}’s reliance on the Supremacy Clause, including Alexander Bickel, largely base their criticisms on the argument that the phrase “made in Pursuance thereof” is more plausibly interpreted as only requiring enactment in accordance with the Constitution’s procedural lawmaking requirements.\textsuperscript{163}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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Defenders of Marbury’s reliance on the Supremacy Clause have contested Bickel’s argument that the Supremacy Clause relates exclusively to procedural requirements.\textsuperscript{164} Even some of these scholars, however, conceded that the Clause also "undoubtedly incorporates the procedural [requirements] that Professor Bickel invoked."\textsuperscript{165} In fact, in his earlier work, Bradford Clark himself stated that the phrase “Laws . . . which shall be made in Pursuance thereof” suggests that this Clause “is tied to compliance with federal lawmaking procedures.”\textsuperscript{166}

Interestingly, research about the original understanding of this Clause suggests that even at the time of ratification there were both judicial review supporters and skeptics who understood the Clause as establishing, at least, judicial enforcement of Article I, Section 7.\textsuperscript{167}

In short, one can certainly argue that “‘Pursuance’ embodies the expectation of constitutional review, the substantive and not merely the procedural sufficiency of ‘the Laws of the United States.’”\textsuperscript{168} However, it is hard to see how one could claim that the Supremacy Clause authorizes substantive judicial review while denying that it also authorizes JRLP.


Finally, Marshall also famously argued that judicial review is “of the very essence of judicial duty.”\textsuperscript{169} Summarized, the argument is that those who apply the law must determine what the law is, and therefore, when confronted with cases in which a law conflicts with the Constitution, courts must determine which of these conflicting norms governs the case.\textsuperscript{170}

Kelsen similarly argued that “[s]ince [courts] are authorized to apply the statutes, they have to determine whether something whose subjective meaning is to be a statute has objectively this meaning; and it does have the objective meaning only if it conforms to the constitution.”\textsuperscript{171} Although Kelsen believed that the Constitution should vest judicial review power in the hands of a single constitutional court, he argued that “[i]f the constitution contains no provision concerning the question who is authorized to examine the constitutionality of
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statutes, then the organs competent to apply statutes, that is, especially, the courts, have the power to perform this examination.”

This argument is also particularly applicable to JRLP. As one state supreme court held when establishing its authority to exercise JRLP,

"I hold the authority to inquire [into the enactment process] for the purpose of ascertaining whether the [Act] has a constitutional existence to be incident to all courts of general jurisdiction, and necessary for the protection of public rights and liberties . . . . Courts are bound to know the law, both statute and common. It is their province to determine whether a statute be law or not . . . . [I]t must be tried by the judges, who must inform themselves in any way they can . . . ."

In fact, the next section argues that this argument is most persuasive when justifying JRLP.

B. Rule-of-Recognition Theories

After many years of shaping “much of the current debate in Anglo-American jurisprudence,” H.L.A. Hart’s “rule of recognition” idea is increasingly influencing debates in constitutional theory as well. In the first sub-section I build upon Hart’s theory to develop an argument for JRLP. In the second sub-section I turn to the leading existing rule-of-recognition constitutional theory and argue that it is most persuasive when applied to JRLP.

1. Judicial Review of the Legislative Process and the Recognition of Law

Hart argued that any legal system necessarily possesses a “rule of recognition” – a rule that sets out criteria for identifying the legal rules of the system. The rule of recognition provides the system’s test of legal validity: “To say that a given rule is valid is to recognize it as passing all the tests provided by the rule of recognition and so as a rule of the system.” According to a dominant understanding of Hart’s theory – which was reportedly accepted by Hart himself – the rule of recognition is “a duty-
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imposing rule.” As Joseph Raz explains, “[T]he rule of recognition imposes an obligation on the law-applying officials to recognize and apply all and only those laws satisfying certain criteria of validity spelled out in the rule . . . .”

In addition to the rule of recognition, Hart introduced two other rules that lie at the heart of a legal system. The “rule of change” confers the power to legislate – to create, alter, or abolish the legal rules of the system – typically by specifying the persons or institution authorized to legislate and the required procedure for legislating. The “rule of adjudication” confers judicial powers – the authority to determine whether a certain legal rule has been violated in a particular case and usually also to impose sanctions in case of violation. The rule identifies the individuals or bodies who are authorized to adjudicate and the procedure to be followed.

The nuances and complications in Hart’s theory have been the subject of much discussion in analytic jurisprudence. This brief and necessarily simplistic sketch is all that is required, however, as background for developing an argument for JRLP. To clarify, I am not arguing that Hart himself would support JRLP. In fact, at least some statements in The Concept of Law may suggest that he would deny that his theory necessitates such judicial review. Moreover, while Hart’s theory was descriptive, I am not making a descriptive claim that any legal system must have JRLP. Rather, I am building upon Hart’s conceptual framework and some of his arguments to develop the claim that the authority to exercise JRLP is inherent to adjudicative authority.

Hart noted that adjudication is necessarily related to the rule of recognition: “[t]his is so because, if courts are empowered to make authoritative determinations of the fact that a rule has been broken, these cannot avoid being taken as authoritative determinations of what the rules are.” The direct point Hart was making in this passage is that the rule of adjudication, which confers jurisdiction, constitutes at least part of the rule of recognition because it allows people to identify the legal rules of the system through the judgments of the courts.

This passage, however, invites a different argument about the inescapable relation between adjudication and the authority to determine what the legal rules are: if the rule of adjudication empowers courts to apply legal rules to
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cases brought before them (to authoritatively determine whether a certain rule was violated in a particular case), and if the rule of recognition obligates them to apply only those rules satisfying the criteria of validity specified in that rule, then the courts’ authority to adjudicate necessarily entails the authority and duty to determine the validity of the legal rules coming before them.188

Note that this argument about the judicial authority to determine the validity of statutes is not contingent upon the existence of a written constitution or upon arguments about the supremacy of such a constitution. This argument would suggest that courts in any legal system should have the authority to determine the validity of legislation in the sense of recognizing it as passing the criteria provided by the rule of recognition, and these criteria can theoretically refer to extraconstitutional and subconstitutional sources as well.189

Of course, the authority to determine validity in the rule-of-recognition sense need not necessarily translate into a full-blown authority of judicial review of legislation. Indeed, writing at a time in which the English legal system was still unqualifiedly characterized by the traditional British model of parliamentary supremacy, Hart suggested that in such a legal system, the ultimate criterion for the identification of law might simply be captured by the expression “what the Queen in Parliament enacts is law.”190 I argue, however, that the rule-of-recognition argument can support the claim that courts have JRLP authority even in a legal system without a written constitution and in which courts have no power to exercise substantive judicial review. Indeed, Hart’s work lends support both to the argument that rules which specify the procedure for enactment are inevitable in any legal system and to the argument that such rules have vital importance for the identification of the law.

Hart argued that even in an imaginary society governed by an absolute monarch in which whatever the monarch orders is the law, there must be a way to distinguish the orders she wishes to have “official” status from her private utterances and orders to her household, which she does not wish to have “official” status of law.191 Hence, even in such a simple legal system, where absolute lawmaking power is vested in a single person, ancillary rules will be adopted to specify the “manner and form” the monarch is to use when she legislates.192 Of course, the need for secondary rules that specify the procedure
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for legislating significantly increases in more sophisticated legal systems with multi-member legislatures and more complex procedures for producing law. Hart stated that every legal system – even one in which there is no written constitution and no substantive limits on the legislative power – must have “manner and form” rules that specify what the legislature must do to legislate.  

Hart explained that such rules are not “duty-imposing” rules, and he seemed to accept the argument that these rules should not be counted as “limits” on the sovereign’s legislative powers since they do not limit the content of the legislative power. He stated, however, that these rules “must be taken seriously if they are to serve their purpose,” indicating that these rules’ essential purpose is to allow the sovereign’s subjects to recognize which of the sovereign’s utterances is “law.” The relationship between the “manner and form” rules and the rule of recognition becomes clearer when Hart turns to discuss a legal system that does have a written constitution. Hart argued that constitutional provisions which specify “the form and manner of legislation,” as well as the provisions that define the scope of the legislative power, “are parts of the rule conferring authority to legislate.” These provisions “vital concern the courts, since they use such a rule as a criterion of the validity of purported legislative enactments coming before them.”

Hart raised these arguments in the context of rejecting Austin’s doctrine of sovereignty and its claim that conceptually there could be no legal limitations on the sovereign’s legislative power. Indeed, the importance of these arguments in rejecting the view that the legislative process is a sphere of unfettered omnipotence in favor of the view that “law-making cannot be understood except as a rule-governed process” is well recognized. Even more important for present purposes, however, is the implication of Hart’s arguments as to the connection between the rules that govern the legislative process and the rule of recognition. These passages suggest that the rules which specify the procedure for legislating are of vital importance for the rule of recognition, for they provide at least some of the rule of recognition’s criteria for identifying the legal rules of the system.
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These passages also seem to bring Hart very close to the “new view” of parliamentary sovereignty, which was already gaining popularity among British constitutional theorists around the time The Concept of Law was first published.\textsuperscript{201} The “new view” scholars argued that the rules that prescribe the sovereign’s composition and lawmaking procedures are “logically prior to the sovereign” and that these rules are “necessary for the identification of the sovereign and for the ascertainment of (its) will” in any legal system.\textsuperscript{202} They argued therefore that procedural rules that govern the legislative process should not be viewed as limits on the will of the sovereign Parliament, but as “a necessary pre-condition to the validity of (its) acts.”\textsuperscript{203}

To be sure, the “new view” scholars focused on challenging Dicey’s classic view of parliamentary sovereignty in English constitutional theory,\textsuperscript{204} whereas Hart was mostly focused on challenging Austin’s doctrine of sovereignty in legal philosophy.\textsuperscript{205} It appears, however, that Hart largely accepted the “new view” scholars’ views about the rules that govern the legislative process and their relation to parliamentary sovereignty.\textsuperscript{206} This is significant because some of the leading “new view” scholars expressly argued that the logical consequence of their arguments is that even under the principle of parliamentary sovereignty, which prohibits substantive judicial review, courts must “have jurisdiction to question the validity of an alleged Act of Parliament on [procedural] grounds.”\textsuperscript{207} They argued that judicial examination of the enactment process is necessary for courts to determine the authenticity of a

determining which of these rules set necessary conditions for valid enactment, and only these rules will be part of the rule of recognition. The point here is merely that the rules that specify the procedural requirements for valid enactment are necessary for the courts’ identification of the law.
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putative Act and conceptualized such judicial review as an inquiry into whether Parliament has “spoken.”

Admittedly, all of the above is in tension with one passage in *The Concept of Law*. In discussing the relationship between the rule of recognition and the rules of change, Hart stated that there will plainly be “a very close connection” between the two and that the rule of recognition will “necessarily incorporate a reference to legislation.” He added, however, that the rule of recognition “need not refer to all the details of procedure involved in legislation. Usually some official certificate or official copy will, under the rules of recognition, be taken as a sufficient proof of due enactment.” I argue, however, that determining the procedural validity of legislation is not merely a factual question of “proof,” and, therefore, the judicial need to recognize what constitutes valid law cannot be entirely resolved by “some official certificate.” In fact, I argue that some of Hart’s own arguments in later parts of *The Concept of Law* help to establish this claim.

In discussing the possibility of uncertainty in the rule of recognition, Hart conceded that even in a legal system “in which there is no written constitution specifying the competence of the supreme legislature,” the formula “[w]hatever the Queen in Parliament enacts is law” will not always be an adequate expression of the ultimate criterion to identify law. Hart acknowledged that, even in such a legal system, “doubts can arise as to [this criterion’s] meaning or scope.” Importantly, he stated that “we can ask what is meant by ‘enacted by Parliament’ and when doubts arise they may be settled by the courts.”

Hart went on to examine some of the vexing questions relating to the English doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty, including the extent to which Parliament can alter and entrench the “manner and form” requirements for legislation. Hart’s conclusion is significant enough to present verbatim:

It is quite possible that some of [these] questionable propositions . . . will one day be endorsed or rejected by a court called on to decide the matter. Then we shall have an answer . . . and that answer . . . will have a unique authoritative status among the answers which might be given. The courts
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will have made determinate at this point the ultimate rule by which valid 
law is identified. Here “the constitution is what the judges say it is” does 
not mean merely that particular decisions of supreme tribunals cannot be 
challenged . . . . [H]ere are courts exercising creative powers which settle 
the ultimate criteria by which the validity of . . . laws . . . must . . . be 
tested.215

This statement is astounding when we remember that Hart was discussing a 
legal system in which the legislature is sovereign and supreme and in which 
courts lack judicial review power.216

Two main arguments can be developed from these passages. First, Hart 
seemed to recognize an important and often overlooked aspect of determining 
the procedural validity of legislation: this determination does not merely entail 
a factual determination that the requirements for enactment were met. It also 
requires the interpretative task of determining what the requirements are and 
how the requirements may be satisfied.217 Indeed, I have argued elsewhere 
that determining whether a bill has been properly enacted in compliance with 
the U.S. Constitution is not merely a factual inquiry, for it raises the 
interpretative “questions of what exactly are the procedural requirements set 
forth in Article I and what constitutes compliance with these requirements (for 
example, what constitutes ‘passage’).”218 Hart’s discussion in the passages 
above supports the claim that such interpretative questions of “what is meant 
by ‘enacted by Parliament’” can arise even in legal systems that lack a written 
constitution which prescribes the procedure for enactment.219

Second, Hart seemed to realize that the authority to answer the question of 
“what is meant by ‘enacted by Parliament’” entails “exercising creative 
powers,” which settle the content of the ultimate criteria of validity itself.220

The combination of these two arguments reveals the real consequence of courts 
relying on “some official certificate” of “due enactment” instead of 
determining the validity of legislation on their own. The consequence is that 
the courts cede to the legislative officers who prepare this official certificate 
not only the power to make the factual determination that all lawmaking 
requirements were met but also the power to determine the contents of the rule 
of change and, ultimately, of the rule of recognition itself.221

Finally, there is an even graver consequence to judicial acceptance of “some 
official certificate” in lieu of an independent judicial determination of the 
validity of legislation, which Hart seemed to overlook. When courts treat as
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valid “law” any document that bears this official certificate, they in fact give the certifying officers not only the power to determine the content of the rule of change but also the power to make law in violation of the rule of change.222 That is, the fact that courts accept any document that bears the official certificate as “law” allows the certifying officers to produce such a document on their own, and this piece of paper that was never enacted by the legislature will be part of the valid laws of the legal system.223 This argument may sound farfetched. There is at least one recent case, however, in which the legislative officers of Congress allegedly certified and presented to the President a bill that they knew was not enacted in the same form by both Houses of Congress—a requirement mandated by the Constitution.224 Since the federal courts refuse to undertake an independent judicial examination of the procedural validity of legislation, even in “cases involving allegations that the presiding officers of Congress . . . conspired to violate the Constitution by enacting legislation that had not passed both the House and Senate,”225 this “law” is now part of the legal system.

Thus, the rule-of-recognition argument for JRLP can be summarized as follows: adjudication entails the authority to determine whether legislation satisfies the validity criteria provided by the rule of recognition; the rule of recognition’s validity criteria are provided, in turn, at least in part, by the rules that specify the procedure for legislating. Therefore, while resorting to these rules will not always be required, whenever there is doubt as to whether a certain statute was enacted by the legislature, courts should be authorized to determine compliance with those rules. This authority is not contingent upon the authority of constitutional judicial review or even on the existence of a constitution. Rather, since rules that specify the procedure for legislating are inevitable in any legal system and are vital for recognizing the law (which, in turn, is an inherent part of adjudication), the authority to adjudicate should entail the authority of JRLP in any legal system.

To clarify, I am not claiming that the rule-of-recognition argument necessitates the conclusion that JRLP must exist, as a descriptive matter, in any legal system. Rather, I argue that the rule-of-recognition argument can provide a basis for the authority for such judicial review in any legal system. The fact that courts in some countries, such as the U.S., abdicate their inherent authority and duty to examine the procedural validity of legislation is therefore not detrimental to my claim. On the contrary, my rule-of-recognition argument helps underscore the serious negative consequences of such judicial abdication.
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2. “Constitutional Existence Conditions”

The best example of a constitutional theory that develops a rule-of-recognition argument for judicial review in the American constitutional system is Adler and Dorf’s “constitutional existence conditions” theory. These scholars argue that many provisions of the Constitution are best understood as setting “existence conditions” – that is, as stating the necessary conditions that statutes must meet in order to be recognized as law. While these provisions do not constitute the entire and ultimate rule of recognition in the American legal system, they operate like the rule of recognition in the sense that they provide courts and other officials with criteria for identifying the system’s legal rules.

Adler and Dorf claim, “Once one acknowledges that courts have the duty to apply statutes,” it becomes clear that judicial enforcement of constitutional provisions which state existence conditions is unavoidable:

If (1) the judge is under a legal duty to take account of [statutes] in reaching her decisions, then (2) she is under a legal duty to determine whether putative [statutes], advanced by the parties, really do have legal force. Yet this entails (3) a legal duty to determine whether these putative [statutes] satisfy the existence conditions stated by relevant constitutional provisions.

They argue, therefore, that even if Marbury v. Madison was overruled, judges would still have the inevitable legal duty to exercise judicial review, in the sense of determining whether a putative statute satisfied the “constitutional existence conditions” of legislation.

If one accepts this argument for judicial review, the remaining question is which constitutional provisions set “existence conditions” – or more generally, what are the validity criteria under the American rule of recognition. Adler and Dorf are primarily interested in developing their argument into a justification of substantive judicial review. They “aim to dislodge the intuition that procedural mechanisms such as Article I, Section 7 are the only existence conditions, whereas substantive provisions such as the enumerated powers and individual rights clauses are [not].”

Importantly, however, Adler and Dorf’s argument begins from the recognition that “there is a certain intuitive logic” to consider the constitutional provision that identifies the procedure for legislating as setting forth existence
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conditions and that this provision is the primary example of those provisions that “Americans intuitively understand as (partly) constituting the difference between law and nonlaw.” Moreover, they concede that even under the most minimalist rule of recognition, the bare minimum that the validity criterion in the U.S. must include is the premise that a “proposition constitutes a federal statute if and only if it satisfies the procedures for promulgating statutes set forth in the Constitution.”

Adler and Dorf reject this narrow approach, arguing instead that the validity criteria in the American system include “the rule of recognition itself, the Constitution, and all other rules derivative of these” and that “[w]hether a constitutional provision sets forth an existence condition for some type of law is itself a constitutional question.” Based on this approach, they go on to establish their claim that many provisions of the Constitution, including substantive provisions, state existence conditions. Even under this approach, however, they agree that the provisions that define the mechanisms of lawmaking are among the “constitutional provisions that most clearly function as existence conditions.”

In short, notwithstanding their primary goal of establishing that substantive constitutional provisions constitute existence conditions, every step in Adler and Dorf’s argument confirms that their argument for judicial review is most persuasive when applied to JRLP. To their credit, they readily admit that Article I, Section 7 is “the clearest case of a constitutional existence condition” and that the courts’ refusal to enforce this provision is hard to reconcile with their constitutional theory.

The question of what constitutes the validity criteria in the U.S. is far from settled in the analytic jurisprudence and constitutional theory literature. There seems to be significant support, however, for the premise that the validity criteria include, at the very least, the procedural requirements for lawmaking set out in the Constitution. In fact, even some critics of a rule-
of-recognition justification to constitutionalism base their objection in part on the argument that “[t]he rule-of-recognition notion justifies . . . constitutional provisions defining the [procedural] conditions for the enactment of valid national legislation . . . . But [it] hardly justifies the numerous substantive limitations on the national lawmaking power contained in [the Constitution] . . . .”244

In short, the rule-of-recognition argument provides a powerful reply to attacks on the legitimacy of judicial review. It suggests that debates about judicial review’s legitimacy are misdirected because, legitimate or not, judicial review is simply an inevitable part of adjudication.245 As Adler and Dorf claim, it is “impossible to take the entire Constitution away from the courts.”246 If one accepts this argument, then the resistance to JRLP becomes particularly puzzling because there is significant agreement – from Adler and Dorf to Klarman and Waldron – that the procedural requirements for lawmaking specified in the Constitution are inevitably part of the validity criteria in the U.S.

C. Dialogue Theories

Dialogue theories have become increasingly influential and widespread in constitutional theory in recent years.247 Dialogue theorists argue that judicial review should not be viewed as an instance of unaccountable judges superseding the will of elected representatives but rather as part of an ongoing dialogue about the meaning of the Constitution in which all three branches of government and the general public participate.248 This section argues that some of the major arguments underlying dialogue theories can in fact be used to underscore the claim that JRLP is more defensible than substantive judicial review.

One of the crucial arguments underlying the dialogue justification is that a judicial decision invalidating a statute is merely an invitation for reconsideration by the elected branches. By claiming that the political
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branches can respond to the judicial decisions with which they disagree, dialogue theorists seek to undermine the countermajoritarian argument’s assumption that judicial review trumps majority will.249 Some dialogue theorists focus on the ability of the legislature to respond to judicial invalidations of statutes250 while others focus on the responses of the political process more broadly.251 The important point, however, is that both the advocates and critics of dialogue theories agree that the dialogue argument is based on the legislature’s (or the political process’s) ability to respond to judicial invalidations.252

Substantive judicial review – at least in its American “strong-form” version where the Court’s constitutional judgments are purportedly final and unrevisable253 – poses a serious challenge to dialogue theory.254 To be sure, American dialogue theorists argue that notwithstanding the Court’s claim to finality,255 the Court does not really have the final word on constitutional matters.256 This argument, in brief, is that controversial constitutional decisions by the Court create a backlash from the public and the political branches, which eventually – through “the gradual attrition of the Justices, and through presidential appointment of successors” – pushes the Court to reverse its earlier decision and to “come into line with popular opinion.”257 Even the proponents of this claim, however, admit that it takes significant effort over a long time frame to reverse judicial decisions under this scheme. They further concede that in the meantime “majority will still is frustrated.”258 Moreover, empirical data suggest that even when Congress responds to judicial invalidations of legislation, the Court tends to get the final word on
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constitutional interpretation, thereby limiting the legislature’s role to salvaging its policy objectives within the constitutional confines imposed by the Court.\(^{259}\)

In contrast to strong-form substantive judicial review, JRLP is perfectly compatible with legislative reenactment of invalidated statutes. A distinctive feature of JRLP is that the judicial decision remands the invalidated statute to the legislature, which is entirely free to reenact the exact same legislation, provided that a proper legislative process is followed.\(^{260}\) There is no claim to judicial finality or supremacy. Instead, the invitation for a “second legislative look” is inherent to this form of judicial review.\(^{261}\) JRLP allows for faster, easier, and much more direct political response to judicial invalidations.\(^{262}\)

Moreover, JRLP provides more room for a legislative response that engages both policy and constitutional aspects of the legislation. Hence, to the extent that the legislature’s ability (or the political process more broadly) to respond to judicial invalidations is what takes the sting out of the countermajoritarian difficulty, this argument is more persuasive as support for JRLP.

For some dialogue theorists the dialogue justification revolves entirely around the claim discussed above – that judicial invalidations of statutes “usually leave room for, and usually receive, a legislative response.”\(^{263}\) Other dialogue theorists argue further, justifying judicial review because it promotes constitutional dialogue outside the courts.\(^{264}\) The argument is that judicial


\(^{262}\) Skeptics argue that the claim that judicial invalidations of statutes under JRLP are merely provisional overestimates the ease with which a legislature can revisit its earlier decisions. See Tushnet, *supra* note 22, at 2794-95; Mark Tushnet, *Subconstitutional Constitutional Law: Supplement, Sham, or Substitute?*, 42 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1871, 1872-75 (2001). It should be clarified, therefore, that the point here is merely that the legislature’s ability to respond meaningfully to judicial invalidations is greater under JRLP than under (strong-form) substantive judicial review. This does not deny that reenactment may be costly and sometimes even politically unfeasible, regardless of the reason for judicial invalidation. Note, moreover, that different models of JRLP impose different levels of reenactment costs, as some enactment costs can be influenced by the degree of procedural demands that the invalidating judicial decision imposes. For example, a decision that remands the statute to Congress and permits Congress to re-pass it as long as the constitutional bicameralism requirement is met imposes significantly less reenactment costs than a decision that requires evidence of a high degree of deliberation and fact-finding in the legislative record. Cf. Matthew C. Stephenson, *The Price of Public Action: Constitutional Doctrine and the Judicial Manipulation of Legislative Enactment Costs*, 118 YALE L.J. 2, 49 (2008).
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review not only leaves room for, but in fact encourages and facilitates, an extra-judicial debate about the Constitution’s meaning. For example, Barry Friedman argues that the “Court acts as a catalyst for debate, fostering a national dialogue about constitutional meaning. Prompting, maintaining, and focusing this debate about constitutional meaning is the primary function of judicial review.” According to Friedman, the Court plays a dual role in this dialogue: the role of “speaker” – declaring rights and “telling us what the Constitution means” – and the role of “shaper or facilitator.”

The problem is that under the current model of substantive judicial review, the Court is much more a speaker and shaper than a mere facilitator in the national conversation about constitutional meaning. This holds true even if we fully accept dialogue theorists’ descriptive account that the Court does not have the final word. In contrast, under JRLP a court is neither a speaker nor a shaper, but rather merely and truly a facilitator of the dialogue. Under JRLP, the court expresses no view on the content of the legislation, with all the value and policy judgments it entails. The court leaves the debates about the proper meaning of the Constitution and about rights and policy entirely to the political branches and the public. Moreover, unlike semiprocedural judicial review the court does not even have to provide provisional substantive interpretation.

At the same time, JRLP also has inherent features that may contribute to improving constitutional deliberations outside the courts. By focusing on the process of legislation and enforcing rules whose purpose is to enable and encourage deliberation and participation, the court promotes dialogue within the political branches and the public. Indeed, even new-governance
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scholars, who are usually skeptical of courts, have recently argued that judicial review that focuses on the decision-making process of the other branches can be particularly useful in promoting dialogue outside the courts. Hence, under JRLP, courts truly are merely facilitators of the dialogue about the meaning of the Constitution.

In short, the arguments underlying dialogue theory go a long way in rebutting claims that JRLP is more intrusive and disrespectful toward the legislature than substantive judicial review. They help to demonstrate that JRLP is particularly apt for enabling legislative response and that the judicial role under this type of judicial review is much more modest.

D. Process Theories

The resistance to JRLP is perhaps most puzzling given the centrality of process-based justifications for judicial review in constitutional theory. John Hart Ely’s “representation-reinforcing” theory, in particular, is arguably the most influential constitutional theory in the past few decades.

Accepting the charge that substantive judicial review is countermajoritarian, and therefore prima facie incompatible with democratic theory, Ely sought to develop an approach to judicial review that, “unlike its rival value-protecting approach, is not inconsistent with, but on the contrary (and quite by design) is entirely supportive of . . . representative democracy.” He argued that rather than dictating substantive results or protecting substantive constitutional values, courts should only intervene when the political process malfunctions.

Ely argued that judicial review that focuses on the political process, rather than substance, is not only more legitimate but also, “again in contradistinction to its rival, involves tasks that courts, as experts on process and . . . as political outsiders, can sensibly claim to be better qualified and situated to perform than political officials.”
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political process more broadly, he indicated that his theory is concerned “with the process by which the laws that govern society are made.”\textsuperscript{278}

Based on this brief description of Ely’s theory, the uninitiated reader might be tempted to conclude that Ely was advocating JRLP against substantive judicial review. Ely and most process theorists, however, do not advocate JRLP.\textsuperscript{279} Instead, the majority use process-based theories to justify some version of substantive judicial review and to delineate the areas in which substantive judicial review is legitimate.\textsuperscript{280} Generally speaking, process theorists try to define the categories of cases in which the political process is likely to be untrustworthy, and they argue that substantive judicial review is only legitimate in these cases.\textsuperscript{281} They also typically seek to legitimize judicial protection of certain rights – including democracy-enforcing rights, such as voting rights and freedom of speech – while delegitimizing judicial enforcement of other constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{282} Ely’s theory was chiefly an effort to justify and reconcile the Warren Court’s decisions under “a coherent theory of representative government”\textsuperscript{283} and to provide a “constitutionally justified recipe for filling in the ‘open texture’ of the Free Speech, Due Process, and Equal Protection Clauses.”\textsuperscript{284}

The process theorists’ arguments, however, are particularly applicable in justifying JRLP. In fact, the one premise from Ely’s theory that seems to be most widely accepted is that correcting defects in the political process is a legitimate function of judicial review.\textsuperscript{285} Indeed, many constitutional theorists, such as subsequent process theorists, public choice theorists, and civic republican theorists have adopted the premise that there are defects in the legislative process and that courts can and should cure such process failures.\textsuperscript{286}
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\textsuperscript{279} Although there are, of course, rare but notable exceptions. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Jr., Pluralism and Distrust: How Courts Can Support Democracy by Lowering the Stakes of Politics, 114 YALE L.J. 1279, 1301-02, 1317 (2005) (suggesting a process-theory that is mostly aimed at developing “a Constitution-based philosophy for interpreting the open-textured clauses of the First and Fourteenth Amendments,” but also explaining that his process-theory requires, among other things, judicial enforcement of the rules of the political game, including the procedural rules governing lawmaking).
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Ironically, even Justice Scalia, perhaps the staunchest opponent of JRLP on the Court,\(^\text{287}\) embraced this argument in service of justifying his textualist theory of interpretation.\(^\text{288}\)

Admittedly, given its focus only on the enactment process, JRLP cannot, by itself, cure all of the broader political process maladies targeted by process theorists. However, to the extent that these process theorists advocate substantive judicial review for the correction of procedural pathologies in the enactment process, JRLP is a more direct (and therefore more promising and straightforward) means to handle with such defects.\(^\text{289}\)

Furthermore, JRLP avoids many of the criticisms leveled against Ely and other process theorists. For one thing, much of the criticism Ely attracted was the result of his argument that courts should avoid protecting substantive values and individual liberties that are not directly process-related. Laurence Tribe famously argued, “One difficulty that immediately confronts process theories is the stubbornly substantive character of so many of the Constitution’s most crucial commitments.”\(^\text{290}\) Or as William Eskridge put it, “[t]aking substance (liberty) out of the Constitution, or relegating it to the shadows as Ely does, is like taking God out of the Bible.”\(^\text{291}\) JRLP avoids this criticism because it does not entail rejection of judicial protection of fundamental rights and liberties. As courts that exercise JRLP demonstrate, this model can co-exist side-by-side with substantive judicial review.

Another major criticism of Ely’s theory focuses on its blurry distinction between substance and process. One critic has argued that “under Dean Ely’s expansive definition of ‘process,’ virtually every constitutional issue can be phrased in procedural terms that justify judicial review.”\(^\text{292}\) JRLP, on the other hand, draws a sharper (even if imperfect) distinction between judicial review that examines the content of legislation and judicial review that examines the procedures leading to enactment.\(^\text{293}\) Moreover, the “process” in JRLP is


\(^{291}\) Eskridge, supra note 279, at 1291.


\(^{293}\) Cf. Hamilton, supra note 4, at 493 ( “[T]here is] a sharp distinction between judicial review of legislative outcomes . . . and judicial review of the legislature’s deliberative or policymaking process. The former requires invalidation of statutes producing unconstitutional results, while the latter . . . would also permit the invalidation of a statute where the legislative process in a particular instance was perceived to be unconstitutional
narrower and clearer: rather than referring to “the democratic process” or “the political process” more broadly, it refers only to the enactment process within the legislature. This process’s borders are much more clearly-defined: from the initial introduction of a bill in one of the legislature’s chambers to its signature by the President (or to Congressional override of the President’s veto). The definition of what such “process” entails is also relatively clearer because it is specified in the written constitutional and subconstitutional rules that prescribe the requirements for valid enactment.

A similar common criticism relates to Ely’s claim that he was advancing a value-neutral approach to judicial review. Critics have argued that procedural protections inevitably serve underlying values. This Article embraces that criticism. It argues that part of the justification for JRLP is precisely that it protects essential democratic values. Note, however, that JRLP only requires the commitment to a relatively uncontested set of procedural democratic values.

In this regard it is markedly different from semiprocedural judicial review, which employs review of the enactment process in order to protect substantive values, thereby inevitably inviting the question of which substantive values the courts should promote through heightened procedural lawmaking requirements.

Because JRLP applies across the board, regardless of the legislation’s content and the substantive values it represents or endangers, it largely avoids this problem.

Finally, critics raised concerns relating to the extent that process theories curb judicial discretion or merely provide a platform for judges to inject their own ideological preferences under the guise of a neutral approach to judicial review. JRLP more easily curbs judicial discretion. No model of judicial review can be entirely objective and discretion-free, and JRLP is no exception. Indeed, as I stressed earlier, determining whether a certain bill was properly enacted into law is not merely a factual question. Often interpretative questions will be unavoidable. Moreover, some rules that regulate the legislative process may require more interpretation than others.
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Nevertheless, as a general matter, a model of judicial review that requires judges to examine whether a bill originated in the House, passed both chambers in the same form, or passed three readings, provides judges with less opportunity to instill their personal political views than a model requiring them to decide whether a certain law serves compelling interests, is cruel and unusual, infringes upon substantive due process, and so on.\footnote{Cf. Linde, \textit{supra} note 12, at 242 (arguing that most lawmaking rules are sufficiently concrete so that observers could relatively easily determine whether they were violated).}

Thus, the irony should be clear by now: the most influential theory in American constitutional law bases the legitimacy of judicial review upon ensuring the proper functioning of “the process by which the laws that govern society are made.”\footnote{ELY, \textit{supra} note 272, at 74.} The premise that courts are both justified and competent in correcting defects in the legislative process is widely employed in justifying substantive judicial review. Yet, there is significant reluctance to accept the model of judicial review most directly aimed at ensuring the integrity of the legislative process and correcting its defects.

E. \textit{A Waldronian Case for Judicial Review}

The preceding arguments were primarily intended to challenge the prevalent view that rejects JRLP as illegitimate and takes substantive judicial review as given. This section turns to one of the leading critics of substantive judicial review, Jeremy Waldron. I claim that several of Waldron’s arguments – including some of his leading arguments against judicial review – can in fact be developed into a justification for JRLP.

While other prominent critics of judicial review, such as Mark Tushnet, may also be candidates for developing such a claim,\footnote{Indeed, Mark Tushnet’s scholarship is certainly interesting here as well. Tushnet’s attitude toward due process of lawmaking and semiprocedural judicial review is complex, appearing to be somewhere between critical and ambivalent. To give but one interesting example: Tushnet has perhaps most prominently advanced the claim that judicial review has negative impact on the constitutional performance of legislatures (the so-called “judicial overhang effect”). \textit{E.g.}, Tushnet, \textit{supra} note 268, at 57-65. In the context of criticizing semiprocedural judicial review and claiming that it may undermine the case for substantive judicial review, however, he strikingly argues that semiprocedural judicial review is “likely to improve the political branches’ performance.” Tushnet, \textit{supra} note 262, at 1877. This merits greater study but is beyond the scope of this Article.} Waldron’s theory is particularly interesting for a number of reasons. Waldron is commonly regarded as one of the leading critics of judicial review\footnote{See, \textit{e.g.}, Richard H. Fallon, Jr., \textit{The Core of an Uneasy Case for Judicial Review}, 121 \textit{Harv. L. Rev.} 1693, 1696 (2008) (stating that “Jeremy Waldron’s argument in \textit{The Core of the Case Against Judicial Review}” is “the most profound challenge to judicial review that has achieved prominence in the law reviews”).} and one of the
foremost proponents of legislatures and legislative supremacy. Furthermore, as one of the few thinkers active in both constitutional theory and academic jurisprudence, he is, inter alia, a strong critic of H.L.A. Hart’s rule of recognition theory and of Rule-of-Law arguments in favor of judicial review. As a result, although Waldron never explicitly expressed his opinion about JRLP, one might expect that he would object to this form of judicial review. In the following section, I explore some of Waldron’s arguments and find that several actually support my arguments in favor of JRLP. In fact, some of Waldron’s arguments would lend support for a more comprehensive model of JRLP than the one defended by this Article. In the last subsection, I build upon Waldron’s rights-based argument against judicial review to develop a rights-based argument for JRLP.

1. The Rule-of-Recognition Argument

In Part IV.B I have built upon Hart’s rule-of-recognition theory to develop an argument for JRLP. In Who Needs Rules of Recognition? Waldron challenges Hart’s rule-of-recognition theory itself. His underlying arguments, however, lend support for some of my core claims. Part of my argument rests on the claim that the rules specifying procedure for legislating ("the rules of change" in Hart’s terms) provide at least some of the rule of recognition’s criteria for identifying valid law. While criticizing Hart’s theory, Waldron goes even further. He argues that the criteria of validity are provided entirely by the rules of change – so much so, that there is no need for a separate rule of recognition.
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Waldron argues that “the constitutional clauses that authorize and limit the making of federal laws” should be viewed as part of the legal system’s “fundamental secondary rules of change.” Strikingly, Waldron seems to base his argument that these constitutional clauses negate the need for a separate rule of recognition on the claim that the clauses provide all that courts need in order to recognize valid law:

If we regard these provisions as part of the system’s rule of change, then how should we think about the role of a rule of recognition? [One possibility is] that, given the operation of the rule of change, there is no need for a rule of recognition. [This possibility] is analogue of what I said about wills and contracts. To recognize a valid will, all a court needs to do is apply the rule of change. The court just runs through the checklist of valid procedures for this kind of legal change. It does not need a separate rule of recognition. I personally do not see why this could not be a sufficient account of what is going on at the constitutional level also.

Arguing further, Waldron states that Hart seems to agree with this claim and that “Hart is saying that the courts use a rule of change as a criterion of the legal validity of the norms that come before them.” Hence, in the process of attacking Hart’s rule-of-recognition theory, Waldron has actually lent support to my rule-of-recognition argument for JRLP.

2. Legislating with Integrity

In Who Needs Rules of Recognition? Waldron focused on the constitutional requirements for lawmaking, whereas I have argued that the rule-of-recognition argument can also apply to judicial enforcement of subconstitutional and extraconstitutional procedural requirements for lawmaking. Some of Waldron’s other scholarship, however, suggests that he actually supports the view that Hart’s secondary rules of change should be interpreted as including not only subconstitutional procedural rules but also unwritten procedural values and principles. In Legislating with Integrity Waldron argues that legal positivists maintain that law-making cannot be understood except as a rule-governed process. I believe [that] the legislative process ought to be understood not just in reference to the secondary rules that happen to constitute it and govern it, but also in reference to the deeper values and principles that explain why the rule-governed
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aspects of the process are important to us. Another way of putting this is to say that the secondary tier of a legal system – what Hart called the secondary rules – comprises not only rules but principles as well.317 Hence, Waldron’s arguments in this passage provide support for models of JRLP that enforce formal rules as well as unwritten procedural values. Waldron’s scholarship here would support an even more expansive version of JRLP than the one defended by this Article.

Legislating with Integrity also lends important support, however, for the more modest model of JRLP that focuses exclusively on the enforcement of formal (constitutional and subconstitutional) rules. According to Waldron, “[P]rinciples do not just complement the enacted rules. Their role is also to explain why we have the rules of legislative process that we have and to afford a basis for determining the proper mode of our compliance with them.”318 Indeed, Legislating with Integrity lends very strong support to my arguments in Part III about the importance of the rules that govern the legislative process, which stem in part from their important underlying democratic values and principles.319 In fact, Legislating with Integrity even lends some support to the claim that courts may also have a role to play in ensuring the integrity of the legislative process. Waldron argues that “[l]egislative integrity is not just a principle for legislators” and that “[t]he integrity of the legislative process can also be a concern for other actors in the legal system. I have in mind particularly the role of judges . . . . Judges have a duty to keep faith with the integrity of the legislative process too.”320 To clarify, Waldron certainly does not advocate JRLP in this passage. He clearly explains that he is referring to the role of courts in statutory interpretation.321 Nevertheless, in the process of making his argument that courts should assume a modest role in statutory interpretation, Waldron raises strong arguments that lend support to my claim that the integrity of the legislative process is no less deserving of judicial protection than the outcomes of this process.

3. The Rule-of-Law Argument

I have argued that the Rule-of-Law ideal requires the idea that the legislative process be rule-governed and that this argument would support judicial enforcement of both constitutional and subconstitutional procedural rules.322
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Waldron famously argued that the Rule of Law is “an essentially contested concept.”\textsuperscript{323} However, in later scholarship – in the context of criticizing substantive conceptions of the Rule of Law – Waldron has argued that the procedural rules that govern the legislative process are crucial for the Rule of Law and that this understanding “has been prominent in the rule-of-law tradition” since Aristotle.\textsuperscript{324}

In fact, he argued that the Rule-of-Law ideal requires even more than compliance with constitutional and subconstitutional procedural rules, suggesting that “procedural virtues – legislative due process, if you like – are of the utmost importance for the rule of law.”\textsuperscript{325} Waldron argued that legislation that is, \textit{inter alia}, “enacted in a rush, in a mostly empty chamber, without any proper provision for careful deliberation and debate . . . with a parliamentary majority . . . used to force closure motions in debate after debate” constitutes a violation of “legislative due process.”\textsuperscript{326} Such legislation, according to Waldron, is “in opposition to the rule of law.”\textsuperscript{327} Of course, Waldron does not go on to argue that courts should play any role in ensuring the legislature’s compliance with this conception of the Rule of Law. However, if one would like to develop a Rule-of-Law justification for a model of judicial review that enforces “due deliberation” principles in addition to the formal procedural rules, this would be a primary source of support.

4. The Core of the Case Against Judicial Review

Even some arguments in Waldron’s scholarship against judicial review may lend support for JRLP. In \textit{The Core of the Case Against Judicial Review}, Waldron sets out some assumptions “to distinguish the core case . . . from non-core cases in which judicial review might be deemed appropriate as an anomalous provision to deal with special pathologies.”\textsuperscript{328} This includes the assumption that “the procedures for lawmaking are elaborate and responsible, and incorporate various safeguards, such as bicameralism, robust committee scrutiny, and multiple levels of consideration, debate, and voting.”\textsuperscript{329} The accompanying footnotes suggest that a legislature that fails miserably in following the requirements of “legislative due process” and “legislating with integrity” – as discussed above – may fall “outside the benefit of the argument developed in [Waldron’s] Essay.”\textsuperscript{330}
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We should be careful not to read too much into these qualifications. Waldron clarifies that although his argument is conditioned on these assumptions, “it does not follow that judicial review of legislation is defensible whenever the assumptions fail,” because there may be other arguments against judicial review that are not contingent upon these assumptions. Nevertheless, if significant failures in following a proper legislative process may be a consideration for qualifying the case against substantive judicial review, perhaps they can also support the case for JRLP, which is a more direct means to deal with such process pathologies.

Another assumption that Waldron specifies is “that the institutions, procedures, and practices of legislation are kept under constant review” to ensure that they do not “derogate seriously from the ideal of political equality.” Here, Waldron is obviously referring to review by society as a whole rather than by courts. This assumption, however, does lend support to the importance of external review for ensuring political equality in the legislative process. This brings us, finally, to Waldron’s rights-based argument against judicial review in Law and Disagreement.

5. A Rights-Based Justification for JRLP

In his influential rights-based argument against judicial review, Waldron argued, in brief, that judicial review infringes upon the people’s “right to democratic participation” – that is, “a right to participate on equal terms in social decisions.” Waldron argued that “the right of having a share in the making of the laws” is the “right of rights.” This very right, which is at the core of the rights-based argument against judicial review, can also serve as the basis for developing a rights-based argument for JRLP. While substantive judicial review purportedly violates this right, JRLP is aimed at protecting this right.
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The key to developing a rights-based argument for JRLP is the understanding that the people’s right “to participate on equal terms in social decisions” must also be protected in the legislative process itself. The people’s right to have “a share in the making of the laws” can be diluted, and even completely undermined, if their elected representatives’ ability to participate on equal terms in the legislative process is violated. Indeed, courts in countries exercising JRLP acknowledge this crucial point. The German Constitutional Court has held, for example, that “[t]he principle of formal equality, which has been developed by the Constitutional Court in its jurisprudence dealing with the right to vote” also requires that “each [Parliament] member participates equally in the legislative process.”

The Israeli Supreme Court has similarly derived the “principle of participation,” according to which each [legislator] has a right to participate in the legislative process” as a necessary implication of representative democracy and voters’ rights to political equality and democratic participation.

Admittedly, this argument is stronger in supporting those models of JRLP, such as the one adopted by the Israeli Supreme Court, in which courts directly enforce the principle of equal participation in the legislative process rather than merely enforcing the formal rules that govern this process. Nevertheless, models of JRLP that are limited to enforcing the written rules governing lawmaking also protect the people’s rights “to participate on equal terms in social decisions.” This is because, as Part III.D elaborated, one of the important functions of these rules is ensuring legislators’ ability to participate on equal grounds in the legislative process. Such rules, therefore, essentially protect the people’s right of equal participation in the making of laws.

Ironically, the strongest support for developing such a rights-based justification for the enforcement of lawmaking rules may come from Waldron himself. In the context of arguing against judicial review, Waldron explicitly argued that individual citizens’ right to be treated as equals in a decision-making process on matters that affect them also requires that their representatives in the legislature have a right to be treated as equals in the legislative process. In other work, Waldron argued even more forcefully that only a combination of the system of elections and the procedures within the legislature “as a package” can satisfy the demands of political equality. The rules of the legislative process, Waldron argued, are no less essential than
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fair representation in the legislature and democratic enfranchisement, “in order to relate what happens in the legislature to the fair conditions of decision for a society whose ordinary members disagree with one another about the laws that they should be governed by.”343 Neither of them “does it by itself; it is the package that works.”344 This supports the argument that the people’s rights to democratic participation and political equality should be protected not only by ensuring compliance with the rules that govern elections but also by enforcing the rules that govern the legislative process.

In sum, I am not arguing that Waldron would necessarily support JRLP. There may be good reason to believe he would not. However, this section has argued that several of Waldron’s arguments can in fact lend strong support for developing the case for JRLP. Ironically, a Waldronian-based case for JRLP would appear to support the most far-reaching and controversial models of JRLP.

F. The Irony Revealed

This Article began with Calabresi’s observation that the irony of the great debates in constitutional theory is that both sides have the same model of judicial review in mind – strong-form substantive judicial review that is focused on protecting individual rights. This Part revealed that there is another great irony in constitutional theory, particularly in American constitutional theory.

This Part examined several of the leading justifications for substantive judicial review – from Marbury v. Madison to some of today’s most influential and in-vogue constitutional theories. It argued that each of these justifications is equally persuasive as a justification for JRLP, and most are actually stronger when applied to JRLP. It also demonstrated that the arguments raised by critics of these justifications – particularly criticisms of process theories – are significantly mitigated when JRLP is concerned. Finally, and perhaps most ironically, this Part claimed that some of the arguments raised by leading judicial review skeptics – from Bickel’s criticism of Marbury’s reliance on the Supremacy Clause to Waldron’s rights-based critique of judicial review – can actually lend support for the case for JRLP.

The next Part claims that the arguments in this Article achieve more than revealing a great irony in constitutional theory and challenging the prevalent position that JRLP is less legitimate than substantive judicial review. It claims that what emerges from these arguments is a basis for a theoretical foundation for JRLP.
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V. THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

The previous Part argued that JRLP is no less justifiable or defensible than substantive judicial review. This Part briefly demonstrates that the arguments in the previous sections can form the basis for an affirmative theoretical case for JRLP, which can stand on its own feet, independently of one’s acceptance of substantive judicial review. These arguments establish the authority for JRLP, the importance of JRLP, and the legitimacy of such judicial review. They also provide at least a partial response to the two main objections to JRLP – the argument that judicial review should only be aimed at protecting individual rights and the argument that JRLP constitutes an illegitimate intrusion into the working of the legislature.

A. Authority

Part IV suggested that the authority for JRLP can be grounded in the Constitution itself. In particular, JRLP may be grounded upon the general constitutional provisions that are often interpreted as furnishing a constitutional basis for substantive judicial review – particularly the Supremacy Clause, as well as the Constitution’s lawmaking provisions. Indeed, even under some of the most conventional modalities of constitutional argument – arguments based on the text, structure, purposes and original meaning of the Constitution – there is a relatively strong basis for judicial authority to enforce at least the constitutional requirements for valid enactment.

More importantly, however, the rule-of-recognition argument developed above establishes the courts’ authority to review the enactment process on their authority to adjudicate. The authority to determine compliance with lawmaking rules is inherent in the courts’ inevitable need to identify the law as part of their authority to apply statutes to the cases coming before them. The rule-of-recognition argument provides a source of authority that is not contingent upon the existence of a written constitution or on arguments about constitutional supremacy, and it can provide authority to enforce both constitutional and subconstitutional rules that specify the procedural requirements for enactment.

B. Importance

JRLP is important because the legislative process and the rules that govern it have great practical and normative importance. These rules are crucial, inter
alia, for legislative outcomes; for the legitimacy of the law and of the legislature; for the Rule-of-Law ideal; for the procedural aspects of democracy; and, ultimately, for ensuring the people’s rights for political equality and democratic participation. Hence, the integrity of the legislative process and the rules that govern it warrant judicial protection.

In previous scholarship I examined Congress’s capacity and incentives to enforce these important rules and concluded that Congress lacks both the capability and will to enforce these rules adequately on its own. I argued that contrary to popular belief, the rules that restrict the legislative process are in fact an area in which political safeguards are particularly unreliable, and sometimes even create an incentive to violate the rules. JRLP is therefore important because it serves an essential function that cannot be performed adequately by the legislature or the political process alone.

The function served by JRLP also cannot be achieved adequately through substantive judicial review. Substantive judicial review focuses on the outcomes of the legislative process and on the protection of individual liberties and substantive values. In contrast, by focusing on the integrity of the enactment process itself, JRLP ensures procedural democratic values and political or democratic rights. JRLP therefore protects essential aspects of democracy, which are no less deserving of protection and which cannot be adequately guaranteed through substantive judicial review. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Israel has perhaps been most explicit in recognizing that the purpose of JRLP is the protection of the fundamental principles of procedural democracy, “without which (and without the principles of substantive democracy) democracy would not exist.”

Taken together, these arguments go a long way in challenging the argument that courts should not “waste” their limited institutional capital on protecting the integrity of the legislative process.

C. Legitimacy

The discussion in Part IV provided several arguments for establishing the justification for JRLP and for replying to claims that JRLP is objectionable or illegitimate.

The constitutional supremacy arguments suggest that judicial enforcement of the constitutional provisions that regulate enactment can be justified both through a Kelsenian hierarchy-of-norms theory and via the popular sovereignty
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argument developed above. The Rule-of-Law arguments provide a promising basis for justifying judicial enforcement of both constitutional and subconstitutional rules that regulate lawmaking. The constitutional supremacy and Rule-of-Law arguments also provide a basis for rebutting arguments that the legislative process is a sphere of legislative prerogative that should be regarded as immune from any external regulation.

The arguments about process theories and dialogue theories are particularly helpful for highlighting the features of JRLP crucial to defending such judicial review against claims that it violates the separation of powers and is disdainful to a co-equal branch. One important feature of JRLP is that it leaves the content of legislation entirely to the legislature. Process theories represent a widely-accepted belief that judicial review is less objectionable when courts merely serve as an external, independent referee that ensures that the rules of the game are observed, rather than participating in the game itself or dictating its outcomes. Similarly, dialogue theories help to highlight the argument that judicial review is less intrusive when courts act as an impartial facilitator of the dialogue, rather than dictating the content for the political and societal dialogue about constitutional meaning, rights and policy.

Hence, both theories help to demonstrate that judicial review focusing only on the process of enactment rather than its content should be viewed as more respectful and less intrusive toward the legislature. These theories also help to establish the claim that this type of judicial role is more legitimate and can be more easily justified based on the courts’ expertise and institutional position among the three branches and in society. Such a judicial role can also better maintain courts’ reputations as impartial and independent institutions, which are above the ideological controversies of society – reputations which are the basis for their legitimacy.

Dialogue theories are also instrumental, of course, in emphasizing the strong and sensible intuition that judicial review is more defensible when the decision of the court is not final and the elected branches can respond to judicial invalidations. Another important feature of JRLP is that judicial invalidations under JRLP are merely provisional. As we have seen, JRLP is particularly apt for enabling a meaningful legislative response that engages both policy and constitutional meaning.

Finally, the rule-of-recognition argument developed above provides perhaps the most promising reply to claims that JRLP is objectionable or illegitimate. By arguing that judicial review is simply inevitable and inherent to
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adjudication itself, this argument avoids the normative debates about the legitimacy of judicial review. As Michael Klarman stated in discussing the rule-of-recognition conception of constitutionalism, “[I]t seems pointless to offer normative criticisms of the inevitable.” Moreover, unlike most justifications for judicial review, this conception provides an argument for judicial review that does not depend on comparative institutional competence arguments or instrumental and consequentialist arguments.

The rule-of-recognition argument is also particularly promising, for it appeals to the strong intuition that a bill that was not enacted in accordance with the procedural requirements for valid enactment is simply not law. When courts refuse to recognize a purported statute as validly enacted law, they do not strike down a “law.” Rather, they ensure that only that which was truly enacted by the legislature is recognized and treated as law. By determining legislative compliance with the procedural rules requisite to an expression of legislative will, courts do not undermine the will of the elected representatives of the people. Instead, they ensure that only true expressions of this will are enforced. This also helps rebut claims that concerns about judicial review are “at their zenith when courts invalidate the work of the elected branches based on perceived deficiencies in the lawmaking process.”

This, of course, is only a brief sketch of the core of the theoretical case for JRLP. It does not purport to cover all the justifications for JRLP, nor does it purport to discuss completely all the arguments raised by its critics. It does
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establish, however, that courts have the authority to review the enactment process and that it is both legitimate and important for courts to exercise this inherent authority.

CONCLUSION

The prevalent view, one which takes substantive judicial review for granted while adamantly rejecting JRLP, is hard to sustain. Countering the orthodoxy in American constitutional law and theory, this Article argued that JRLP is no less important and, in fact, is more justifiable than substantive judicial review.

But beyond inviting supporters of substantive judicial review to reexamine their objection to JRLP, this Article also invites critics of judicial review to see how they might well favor JRLP for the very reasons they object to substantive judicial review. For uneasy supporters of JRLP, this Article provides a much needed theoretical foundation and justification. For staunch skeptics of courts and steadfast opponents of JRLP, it is, I hope, a respectful challenge.